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The Murray State News

CAMPUS BRIEFLY

Aprll l 6, 2004

Be~lt

•Police

Thunday, April 8

Rashod Taylor/The News

Brandon Brady, sophomore from J1'r anklin, spots Ashley RJchey, sophomore from Hopkinsville,
during a cheerleading stunt outside the Carr Health Building.

Correction
In the April 6 edition the "12'' was omitted
from "12-gauge shotgun" in Will Brantley's column on page 13.

Residential College Association holds
executive board elections next week
The Re~idential College Association will hold
its executive officers elections on Monday and
Tuesday in the lobbies of all residential colleges.
The cnndidates for president are Jessica Linen·
felser and Amber B. DuYentre. The vice presi·
dent, secretary and treasurer positions are
uncontested.

International students debate policies
of United States, discuss global impad
International students will offer their views on
the United States in a global context at 6 p.m.
Wednesday in Room 240 of Alexander Hall.
For more information, e-mail Elena Vassiliou at
elena.vassiliou@murraystate.edu.

Recreation club, locaJ park association
showcase 'Play for the Parks' games
The Murray State University Recreation Club
and The Murray-Callaway County Parks will
host "Play for the Parks" on April 24.
Activities include softball and three-on-three

basketball tournaments for adults and kickball
tournaments for youth and ad ults. Registration is
open from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday until April 21 at the Murray-Calloway County Park Office at Eighth and Ptyne streets and
include entry fees.
For more information, phone Ashley Smith at
762-0235.

Series features histoly professor's book,
author to read from 'On the Fann Front'
The "Showcase: Focus on Faculty Authors"
will feature history professor Stephanie Carpenter at 2 p.m. Tuesday in the Grand Reading Room
of Pogue Library.
The event will include a reading from her book
"On the Farm Front: The Women's Land Army in
World War 11."

Horticulture dub sponsors spring sale
at Pullen Fann Greenhouse Saturday
The Murray State University Horticulture Club
is having a Spring Bedding Plant Sale from 9 a.m.
to noon Saturday at Pullen Farm Greenhouse.
For more information, phone the greenhouse at
767-0467.

•
Campus BrW.fly
is compiled by Adam L. Mathis,
o,line editor.

Friday, April 9
1:12 a.m. The Calloway County Sheriff's Office requested
assistance at the Alpha
Gamma Rho Fraternity house
where subjects were burning
hay bales. A report was taken.
7:56 a.m . Officers responded
to a call from the Murray Elementary School of a vehicular
accid ent with injury.
12:23 a.m. An officer reported
a branch was placed in the
doorframe to hold open a
door into Franklin College.
The front desk was advised.
7:20 p .m . A fi re a larm was
activated in White College.
The Murray Fire Department
and Central Plant were notified. The Housing Office
reported the elevators did not
reset. A report was taken.
7:20 p .m . A caUer from Carr
Health reported a theft by
unlawful taking of under
$300. A report was taken and
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A resident adviser of
College Courts requested
assistance with notifying residents to lower their noise
level.
1:53 p.m. An ind ividua l
requested to speak with an
officer about a harassmen t
incident at Waterfield Library.
A report was taken.
8:48 p.m . A caller advised
individuals were stuck in an
elevator in the Doyle Fine Arts
Building. The subjects exited
the elevator at 9:08 p .m. and
the elevator was dosed for
repairs. Facilities Management and Central Plant were
notified.
9:55 p .m. The residence director of Springer College reported the shower in Room 243
was malfunctioning. Central
Plant was notified.
2:11

a.m~

Monday, Aprll '12
11:45 a.m. The residence d irector of Regents College reported a smoke-like smell. An officer told the director to pull the
fire alarm to evacua te the
building. The sme ll came from
burnt food on the fourth floor
of the building. A report was
taken.
1:25 p.m . Callers rep orted
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Sunday, April 11

Tuesday, April 13
4:20p.m. The residence d irector·of College Courts reported
flames spa rked in a resident's
heater w hen she turned it on.
The Murray Fire Department,
Central Plant and the Kentucky Fire Marshall were notified. A report was taken.
9:34 p .m. A caller in Sparks
Hall reported subjects were
trying to open a vehicle door.
The subjects were gone upon
officer arrival.

Wednesday, APrfl14
12:34 a.m. A caller from Elizabeth College reported a subject knocking over Student · •
Government Association election signs and requested extra
patrols in the area.
10:06 a.m. Walte r McCord,
freshman
from
Murray
requested to speak with an
officer. McCord was previously banned from campus and
was arrested on an active warrant for fou rth degree assault.
RacerEscorts:4
Motorist Assists: 6
Arrests: 1

Police Beat is compiled by Adam
L. Mathis, online editor, from
materials provided by Public
Safety.

NATIONAL SCRAPBOOK DAY • MAY 1

.

10 P.m.

3:25 p .m. A caller in the Doyle
Fine Arts Building reported a
suspicious male. The responding officer spoke to the student and reported everyth ing
appeared normal.
11:58 p.m . A resident adviser
in Clark College repprted
stolen items from a resident's
room. A repor t was taken, and
the incident is under investigation.

Wild RJJSbmy's N4tiontll Scrapbook Ctltbr4timl • Simply tht btst crop ill town!

Mon. · Thurs.
8

Saturday, April 10

individ uals were stuck in an
elevator in Faculty Hall. Officials from Facilities Managemen t removed the subjects
from the elevator.
5:10 p .m. A subject reported
she was assaulted by a male
subject in College Courts. The
resp onding officer took., a
report a nd attempted to locate
the male subject.
3:17 p .m . A caller from
Springer College reported
being harassed by another
s tudent. A report was taken.

The Wild Raspberry ~'l;Squre

I051 N. 16th St. • Murray, KY

tannin!!. Packa!!es. swlmwear
and lotions with MSU 1.0.1

Hours

9:45 a.m . A caller reported a
vehicle blocked by an illegally
parked vehicle by Mr. Ed's
Restauran t. The caller was
able to move without the
offending
veh icle
being
towed. The responding officer
issued a parking citation.
7:03 p.m. A caller from the
Alpha Gamma Rho Fraternity
house reported individuals
were thrown from the bed of a
truck in an accident. Emergency Medical Services was
notified.
8:38p.m. A caller from Waterfield Library reported a missing person who was possibly
in the area. A report was taken
by another agency.
8:45p.m. A caller from Waterfield Library on a bicycle
reported nearly being hit by a
reckless driver in dorm circle.
A report was taken.

the incident is under investigation.

a.m. . 9 P.m.

Closed SundcDI

We are celebrating this event with an All Day Crop. Mark
May lst on your alendJr, tell your frlenda, and tome join u..
WI! will provide a continenti breaklut, lite lunch, anada, lots
of door pnzes, giveaway•, lll&ke 4r takes, and all the fun you
can handle. You'llalso SAVI! 10'1o off all your purchua for
the enure dAy. A sped&! Grmd Door Priu drawing wilt be
flrld at the end of the dAy. As always, thr first 15 croppers to
register and pay will rece~W a spe<Yl gift. Spaa is linulfd to
the fint 50 scrappen only. Don't delay. Sign up today! Call
753-0859 or come in to repter (416 Main St.).
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• Soup & fresh
salad bar
• Hand-dipped
ice cream

Limousines and Vans

304 Main St. • Murray • 759-5000
Weddings, Proms, Banquets, Birthdays &- Anniversaries
1-888·FOR MRJS
Toll Free Nationwide
l-888-9LUXURY
1-888-367-6757
www.mrjsladyjs.com
1·888-958-9879

Agood education. It's the answer
to a lot of life's toughest questions.
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You can tell we want your business.
500 Main St.
1104 Chestnut St.

602 S. 12th St.
802 N. 12th St.

767-2265
405 Main St. in Hazel, KY
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SGA Presidential Elections
Candidate addresses new issues Campaign emphasizes diversity
by Melissa Kilcoyne
~et\<·s

Editor
I

Student Government Association
presidential candidate Chad Hall said
his willingness to t.ake risks makes
him the best student choice.
Hall, junior from Russelville, said
many .students have misconceptions
about what SGA is supposetl to do,
and he wanto; everyone to know all
student<, are a part of the organi1.alion.
"I want people to know SGA is not
a club that you join," he said. "It's the
governing body of the campus."
While Hall thinks SGA ha.' func·
tioned well over the past several years,
he said progress still needs to be
made. Hall :;aid past presidents have
been content with the !'>latus quo.
''I'm a ri~k taker," Hall said. "I
come from an aspect that a lot of past
presidents haven't been fmm.l've run
a business most of my college career.
and really. SGA is a business. It's the
business of serving the student body.''
Hall said he helped take charge of
his family's farm during college and

divided important tasks by priority.
The same strategies he learned working with people on a fann, he said, can
be applied to SGA.
"If you can survive in the agriculture industry today, you're one of the
best businessmen because you know
how to allocate resources," Hall ~id .
One change Hall suggested instituting in SGA regards the allotment of
money. He proposed applying money
to fewer events instead of spreading it
over minor acts that fail to adequately
appeal to all student<;.
"SGA acts as a promoter for different activities and people can see different activities available,'' he said. "If
some organization is having an activity, ifs SGA's job to promote that and
let everyone know about it."
Hall said his weakness in running
for SGA president is the way people
perceive him because of his agriculture background.
"I'm a people pcrson,''' he said. "I
can get out and talk to anyone. I'm
also not very (easily) intimidated. I
wouldn't be afraid to stand up and

address issues l'fl!t'iill'fimfRRft
important to students."
If Hall could
nor vote for himself as SGA
president, he
said he would
vote for Josh
Rose, because of
his past experience on the job.
A leader Hall
said he admired '---- - - - '
is
Franklin Chad Hall
Delano Roosevelt because he led the
country out of depression and implemented new prognuns to inspire the
country to grow. Hall said he possesses some of the same characteristics as
Roosevelt.
'Tm very optimi~tic, and there's
not a whole lot that wiU get me
down," he said. "People see me on
campus smiling a lot of times, when
they're complaining about how many
tests and papers they have. I'm the one
who gives them that ray of hope."

by Vanessa Childers
As:.istant

~ews

Editor

MarTere Hammonds. senior from
Murr.ty. is one of four candidates
vying for the Student Government
Association presidency.
Hammonds said he plans to
increase comfort of diversity in
SGA.
''I want to make SGA comfortable
and tear down some of the stereotypes of SGA," he said. "I feel the
people would come to me with their
problems. I also want to make SGA
more comfortable for everyone, no
matter their race. color, creed. gender, background or anything."
Hammonds said his involvement
in numerous organizations throughout high school and college, plus hi~
leadership roles in many of those
groups will help increase his effec·
tiveness as SGA president.
"I am an awesome candidate," he
said. "I would be an awesome SGA
president.''
Hammonds said he thinks he can

bridge the gap between students and
the administration. Hammonds also
has plans for SGA to become more
involved off campus in the Murray
community.
"My grandma used to say, 'I
don't cut no comers or throw no
stunts."' he said. "It's not good
grammar, but I plan on doing that
for the students. I plan on doing the
best for the students ·of Murray
State."
Hammonds also said he wants to
create a pamphlet about SGA for all
incoming and enrolled students at
the University.
''I think SGA can be a bigger and
more powerful organization," he
said. "This publication would be
something about what SGA is and
what it does that we could hand out
at Summer Orientation so students
know about it"
Hammonds said his weakness as a
leader is his tendency to forget to
follow others' concerns and
requests.
"I am a leader," he said. "Some-

times I have a r-------.
problem following because I
want to lead so
much
that
sometimes I forget to be a follower.
"The
SGA
president,
at
times, has to be
a follower of the
students' needs
and let others '--- - - - - '
take the foreMarTeze
front," Ham- Hammonds
monds
said.
"It's about being humble, about
being a follower, and SGA b going
to help me with that."
Hammonds said he has strong
goals and is oriented and focused,
which will help him be a strong
leader for Murray State's student
government.
Said Hammonds: "I am going to
take SGA to newer and higher levels."

Student strives to· achieve goal SGA president seeks re-election
by Melissa Kilcoyne
New~

Editor

Jessica Reed said she has wanted
to be Student Government Association president since she began her
education at Murray State.
Reed, senior from Gilbertsville, is
running for SGA president with
hopes of fighting for students und
becoming a leader on campus.
"My love for the University hao;
grown greater nnd greater,'' she said.
"1 have a desire to make our Univcrsity a better place for students and
improve student life on campus."
After serving various positions
under three ~GA presidents, Reed
said she hus seen a variety of leadership styles.
"I want to follow in the foot steps
of previous SGA presidents and
make improvements where I see the
need," Reed said. "I want to make
our voices louder in Frankfort so
they can know that students do
c~nt."
-.;t ~ • ~
Reed said she wan~ tQ work ~Ill

legislators throughout the year
instead of waiting until February just
before the budget passes. She wants
to increase letter-writing campaigns
and push for more money to fund
special projeclS and programs.
"I want to attend organizations'
meetings and hear what students
from different organizations want to
see on our campus," Reed ~id.
For her greatest weakness, Reed
listed her inability to say no.
"I feel like if somebody asks me to
do something. I should do it and not
think about other thing.o; I have to
do," she said.
As a strength. Reed said she is an
active listener to other's problems.
She said a good leader should listen
twice a.; much as talk.
"Communication is perhaps the
most important thing that a leader
can possess." she said. "I will listen
to !>ludents and really hear what they
ha~·e to say.''
In addition to voting in SGA elec::Ji{'nst,Reed said she.encoura~ stu· .
dentS t~ cast their v~s in nauonal

and state elections.
Reed said a
leader
she
admires is James
Dobson, founder
of Focus on the
Family, because
he stands up for
what he believes
in against all
odds. She said
some of her qualities are similar jessica Reed
to Dobson's.
"l stand up for what I believe in
and am open-minded, but between
my personal opinions and student
opinions, I hope tn strike the right
balance between them," she said.
Reed said it is important in voting
for SGA president to choose the right
person. because the president will
represent students to the Board of
RegenlS.
· Said Reed: " I want the opportunity
to give back to the: University. and
serving students is :ilways my JOI'.""

by Vanessa Child ers
Assistant News Editor

'!

Student Government Association
President Josh Rose is seeking re·
election for the 2004-05 academic
year.
If chosen, Rose, graduate student
from Kinmundy, Ill., said his expe·
rience will help him improve SGA
next year.
"I've gotten past that learning
curve to where it's like second
hand,'' he said. "You just know
what needs to be done'lo get things
going."
Rose said he thinks he has just
started everything he wants to do
with student government at Murray
State.
Rose served as the Residential
College Association president for
two years before running for and
winning the SGA presidential elec·
tion last spring.
" I learned from being RCA president that I' II never get everything
i"'d{)fll d1lir llW'arirt&... tfe(llaid,..t'A k>t

of my (SGA) presidency has been
bettering internal things we do.
"I feel there are a lot more things
that can be done,'' Rose continued.
"It's not that I didn't took at them,
it's just that I need more time."
In his year as SGA president,
Rose said he has formed both professional and personal relationships
with officials rhat will help him
continue his work if students
choose to re-elect him.
Rose said he recently learned
from evaluations completed by
SGA senators that his greatest
weakness was personalizing issues
for which he was fighting.
"I have a hard time finding the
fine line between objective and per·
sonalization," he said. "1 tend to
personalize issues, but that can be
good because I can get my point
across."
Rose said the same evaluations
from SGA senators also told him
his greatest strength was organization and time management.
"I wanr to cootinuc to be proac-

live," Rose said.

"I went out (this
year) and found
things that were
students' concerns."
Rose
went
into office in the
fall hoping to
complete
the
faculty evaluation modification
process
started by former SGA Presi- Josh Rose
dent Jace Rabe,
and at the last Faculty Senate meeting, the revised evaluations passed. •
"lace's concern was that the
evaluations would get drawn out.
and a new SGA president would
forget about them:• Rose said. "I
didn't. My goal was to get them
approved by April 19 of this term.
and we did that,"
Said Rose: "SGA will be in good
hands no matter who wins the election.'•
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The Brothers of Sigma Chi would like to cordiallv invite the
following ladies to anend our crush dance on Wed., Apr. 21.
10 p.m. at the Sigma Chi house
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Rhlannan Mhchell
Mallv Chanev
Beth Jarboe
Abbvcrunch
Candace Duncan
Megan Mueller
Sarah Neal
Magan Olaussen
Rachaal Albenar.
Ashlav Givens
Ashlev Arnold
Undsev Thatcher
lauren Clllne
casleJanat
Noel Olsen
Amber Hudson
AmvHIIIe
Amanda varual
Andrea Bradlev
Miranda Barnett
Tennl Gregarv
Natalie west
Ashlev Boggess
Jennv Dlckev
Charlotte Smith
Fat Chick IRSJ

Macle Fletcher
Tara Evans
Kandls Garland
Erin Hellslev
Alicia.Malbis
leslie Hanson
JamlePosev
Shira Hankins ICWJ
Stephania Falatllo
Jackie Hope
lacev Parter
Jill Hastings
IJiaren Garrett
Alicia Nelson
Ballev Murphav
Kendra Brawn
Maggie Pachasac
Erica Riehle
Heather WVatt
lllchole Bash
AbiiV Mnchall
Rachel Janakln
Natsulla Kandu
Tracv Neerhaal
summer Baltan

Caltlvn lckanberrv
TIRanv Lamkin
AlnandaCale
AliSon Hall
EIDIIV Scott
Hunter Oliver
KIIDB81
PaalaSinuer
Kvla Dah8V
carbla Cornacchia
Erica van Buren
Jannv Dralle
Jassll:all
Marla Meadows
Bathanv Clark
Ellen B
LulU Atllle
Rachal Childs ISSJ
JennvMoss
Melissa Proctor
Carla Graters
Reverse Shacker IBn
Susan Green
Emili Kratz
Macl Andrews

Whltnav Bradlav
Magan Rogers
Kavla Hudon
GlngarSmhh
Kade Macmah
Meagan smnh
Caunnav Baine
Janna Falmaua
Katie Wilson
laura Sexton
SaraWals
Asbell Staton
Brnnev Monroe
RlchaHabbs
Magan Chanav
Julia Rust
Diane Sater
KadeAmzen
laurne Janas
All Christa
Carrie Camaccha
AbbV FeliX
KariV Grlthar
Erin Haltslav
Jodi Martin
Alison wesmaland
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Opinion Editor: Taylor Ewing
Phone: 762-4468

Editor in chief explains endorsement process
From the

Editor

Whom do you plan to vote
for as Student Government
Association president?
"Josh Rose
because he's my
next door
neighbor"

ERIN
RICHARDS

Chase Browning
scphornote, Owemboro

"Jessica Reed
because she's a
girl and obviously
more competent"

•

•J

minute sessions the week before the
elections take place. After asking each
student the same I0 questions and
debating the different response<; when
the interviews are finished, the
endorsement committee votes for who
it thinks is the best candidate.
The committee asked Chad Hall.
junior from Russellville; MarTeze
Hammondc;, senior from Murray; Jessica Reed; senior from Gilbertsville,
and Josh Rose, graduate student from
Kinmundy, Ill .• the following questions:

SIOnS .

I. What more would you do to
improve student involvement on this
campus?
2. What kind of action do you plan to
take in regard to the budget cuts?
3. Do you think there is a problem with
student unity on campus, for instance.
do groups segregate themselves? If so,
how do you plan to combat this?
4. What will you do to give students
more of a voice in administrative deci-

In addition, the committee asks each
candidate to prepare a response for
publication in the case that he or she
does not receive the endorsement. In
that response, we advise them to speak
candidly to the readers. They can even
trash the endorsement process if they
so choose. but then again, so could any
other motivated reader who wished to
disagree with our procedure.
We, however, feel it is a valuable

5. What makes you different from
other candidates, past and present?
6. What aspects of student life and
SGA need the most improvement?
What has been overlooked in the pao;t'l
7. Give us some e)(amples of programs
you would like to implement.
8. Why do you want to be SGA president?
9. Tell us what qualifies you to be SGA
president.
I 0. What aspect of yourself would you
most like to improve?

service to our readers, and because we
believe strongly in the formality of the
proces!l, no one but the opinilm editor
and a copy editor see this page before
it goes to press. Not even the editor in
chief.
For these rea'ions, we hope reade~
will take this event as seriously as we
do and exercise their right to vote for
the SGA elections April19-21.

The endorsement com.mittte Cf>nsisted
ofseven staffmembers of " The Murray
State News. " Opinion Editor Taylor
Ewing, seniorfrom l..nuisville: Photographer Rashod Taylor. freshnum from
Bloomington, Ill.; Assistallt Sports
Editor Nathan Clinkenbeard. sopho·
more from Fon Thomas; Online
Staffer Stephanie Buford. freshman
from Symsonia; Su~lf Writer /leather
Bryant, junior from Dover, Tenn.;
Copy Editor Nathan Beard, junior
from Louisville, and Staff Writer Elizabeth Cawein.freshmanfrom Memphis.

Hammonds receives 'News' endorsement

AnnaMcCI~

junior, Paris, Tenn.

"MarTeze
because I like his
posters, especially
the three Ts, trustworthy, tenacious,
terrific.''

"It's killing me, not knowing,"
whined college life editor Severo Avila
earlier this week. As the newsroom's
king of gossip, it's really hard for
Severo not to be privy to which SGA
presidential candidate our staff chose
to endorse this year.
But, Severo. like myself, Melissa
Kilcoyne (news editor) and most of the
other older editors who are deemed
"too close to the actions of SGA to be
an impartial voter" cannot participate
in our secre~ selection process, which
we've been conducting annually since
2002.
Here's how it works: the opinion
editor (which for thi!; year was Taylor
Ewing), head-; the endorsement committee, whose main goal is to determine who will best represent studentli
as SGA president.
A., members of the newspaper. we
have a unique advantage over the normal student voter because we have the
opportunity to grill ... I mean interview
... each candidate in individual 3()..

MARTEZE
HAMMONDS

'~

In a Monday night vote. MarTe1.e
Hammonds was selected by a committee of "The Murray State News"
staff members to receive the paper's
annual endorsement for Student
Government Association president.
After 30-minute interviews with
each of the four candidates, the
seven-member committee chose to
endorse Hammon Cis· candidacy for a
number of reasons, including his
ambitious, creative and accomplishable plans for the University if elected.
During his interview, Hammonds
expressed significant concern about
the disability friendliness of Murray
State's campus.

One problem he mentioned was
the distance between handicapped
parking spaces and wheelchair
ramps. saying that in some instances,
these features are located at opposite
sides of University buildings. He
concluded his point by assuring the
committee he would work toward
improving disability access at Murray State whether or not he was
elected SGA president.
During his interview, Hammonds
shared the quality he believes makes
him the best candidate for SGA president: the ability to problem-solve.
One example of this is his suggestion regarding the Fast Tracks' budget. Because of budget cuts, the

facility now closes earlier than it has
in the past; however, Hammonds
~uggested cuning less popular items
to save money, rather than the
store's hours.
Other
concerns
Hammonds
stressed were the approachability of
SGA. diversiLy on campus and the
estranged relationship between the
University and the Murray community.
Aside from his innovative and
realistic ideas concerning common
University problems, Hammonds
also impressed the committee with
his extensive and diverse experiences on and off campus. Some
examples include involvement in

the following: Sununer Orientation,
Black Student Council, Needline.
Residential College Association.
Alpha Phi Alpha, Residential Advisory Board, NAACP and Voices of
Praise Ministry.
Despite the impressive dedication
and qualifications of all of the candidates, the committee chose to
endorse Hammonds for the abovementioned reasons, as well as many
others.
We believe his innovative ideas,
involvement on and off campus,
e)(cellent communication skills and
dedication to Murray State make him
an excellent candidate for SGA president.

Margie Thlc:neman
scp/'lomore, Louisville
1

"What election?"
Andrea Bullock
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Hall prOmises .to .serve students
by utilizing strong leadership skills

junior, Mt. Vemoo. 111.

In My

Opinion

~ashod Taylor/ The News

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E-mail~ thenews@ murraystate.edu
Fax: 762-3175

·.

Erin Richards
Editor In Chief • 762-6877

Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor • 762·4468

Taylor Ewing
Opinion Editor • 762-4468

Severo A vila
College Ute Edltor • 762-4480

CHAD
HALL

resident adviser, and I am currently an ambassador for the
School of Agriculture.
As an agriculture ambassador. I have represented the
School of Agriculture and
~urray State University to
potential students.
I also have been involved
with leadership training at the
collegiate level, where I have
networked with local, state and
national elected officials.
These connections can benefit
the student body when topics,
such as tuition increases. arise.
In addition, I also have
served in leadership positions
within the Baptist Student
Union and Sigma Pi Fraternity.

With my strong character,
the skills I have developed and
the support of the student
body. there is no doubt in my
mind the relationship between
the representatives of the students and the administration
will grow. In turn, this will create a better environment in
which students' concerns can
be acknowledged and acted
upon. It is my sincerest hope
students take an interest in this
election nod vote on April 19,
20 and 21.

Chad /1(11/ is a junior agriculture education major from
Russel ville.

Reed pledges dedication to student body
In My

Opinion

Jake Lowary
Sports Editor • 762-4481

Adam Mathis
Online Editor • 762-4468

Abby Aiken
Chief Copy Editor • 762-4468

Erin Gilles
Photo Editor • 762-4468

Arela Hathcock
Advertising Manager • 762-4478

Tom Bell
Ad Production Manager • 762-4478

Joe Hedges
Adviser • 762-2998
"The Murray State News" strtves to be the
University community's source for information.
Our goal IS to present that information In
a fair and unbiased manner and also provide a free and open forum for expression
and debate.
"The Murray State News" offers a hands·
on learning environment for those students
interested In journalism or other fields relating to the production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from
censorship and advance approval of copy;
and, Its editors should be free to develop
their own editorial and news policies.
*The Murray State News" is prepared and
edited by students and is an official publication of Murray State Un1versity. The first
copy of "The Murray State News" 1s free .
AdditiOnal copies .are available for 25 cents
at 111 Wilson HaiL

As the e lected voice of the
Murray State University student body I, Chad Hall, can
assure you the students' interest on this campus and extended campuses wi II be addressed
with the utmost respect and
promptness.
l am aware of the issues that
concern the students of Murray
State University. Diversity,
residential colleges, tuition and
student involvement must be
addressed by the SGA.
As president, I promise l will
focus on all of these issues as
well as the hundreds of others
that affect students daily.
Leadership is not a new concept for me. I have served as a

jESSICA
REED

Wanting to serve as president the overall college experience
of SGA stems from a deep love at all state-funded universities.
for Murray State and a desire to
As it stands now. students are
make our campus a better place suffering from a massive shift
for its students. SGA not only of taxation from working Kenrepresents students but also tuckians right onto the backs of
attempts to make them active students and their families.
participants in issues that While our University is still the
impact their lives.
most affordable in the state, I
State elections and the budget am greatly concerned by tuition
crisis have impacted college hikes and funding decreases for
students more than any other special projects on campus such
group. By their repeated failure as the new wellness center, sci to act, our legislators apparent- ence center and library renovaly believe we do not count, nor tions. to name a few. Until we
do they think our opinions are .realize this and work to address
important. This must change!
this issue, we will continue to
SGA must play a key mle in experience these drastic shifts .
changing these misguided con- in tuition and other fonns of
cepts because students receive monetary support.
the blunt end of many political
Some other issues of concern
and fiscal i!lsues. To combat I would like to addres~ if electthis, students, led by SGA, ed are learning the preterences
must write letters to legislators, of the student body concerning
visit Frankfort and conduct programming in our new statevoter registration drives - all of-the-art wellness center.
three year-round activities - to exploring ways to make our
convince the legislature that Greek system more attractive as
college-aged people are a sig- those numbers are on the
nificant and unified voting decline, as well as ways to
force in the hope of them allo- improve the RCA and other
cating more money for higher organizations. It would be ideal
education. Without a doubt, this if each of these groups could
is a critical piece of maintain- work together so all members
ing. not to mention improving, of our campus community can

experience a more fulfilling
tenure at Murray State.
My vision for SGA also
includes reaching out to groups
on l:ampus, especially striving
to promote diversity and cohesiveness between them. With a
diverse campus also should
come a diverse SGA, so the
broadest range of students can
be served.
If elected, I would strive to
lead the Executive Council as
well as the SG.i\ in a way most
beneficial for present and future
students. Knowing what it
means to be a team player, my
background positions me to
strike a good balance between
personal convictions and joint
conclusions. While I understand the importance of compromise with constituents, SGA
members and the administration and Board of Regents, it is
not within me to compromise
the betterment of the University. My blood runs blue and
gold!
My pledge remains to be a
dedicated leader, humble servant. and always your friend !

Jessica Reed is a junior biology
major from Gilberm•ille.

Rose cites
extensive
SGA
•
experience
In My

This year's race
for president is a
Opini~n very challenging
one. All the candidates have diverse
backgrounds and •
possess the capabilities of serving
you well .
'
My
campaign
this year is on
experience
and
working effectively with the relationships I have
already fonned in
administration.
These
profesj OSH
sional relationships
RosE
are essential to gel
the process of rep·
resenting you fully from day one with
this job.
I will continue to serve this institution to the best of my ability with
whatever role I am destined to take in
my life.
I give props to ''The Murray State
News" for deciding to stick with the
endorsement process. All candidates
were asked the same questions. and
the process was very faithful.
I thank you ("The Murray State
News") for also showing your interest
in representing the students in this
very tough selection process.
Once again, aside from who they
choose to endorse, J want to stress the
importance of voting. Not just for
SGA president, but nh;o the senator
positions. These are the leaders you
entrust with your voice.
I do thank you for allowing me to
:;erve as this year's president, and I
know with your help this year, we
together can continue to make your
voices very strong and effective.
Thank you.

Josh Rose is a human de~·elopment
graduate sludelll from Kinmundy. /11.,
and the current Studt>nt Govemmenr
Association pre:;ident.
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Sen~tor

urges student involvement

In My
Opinion

A<o state budget negotiations continue, one fact is very clear. None of
the budget proposals or tax plans
before us wiU address the growing
I ;. !. 1
needs on our college campuses.
Gov. Fletcher's answer to our
~
'
..•.....
...
·
'· ·.
state's budget woes is elimination of
t
.
"waste. fraud and abuse" in govern~
\ .
ment spending. There may be waste,
,. ~
abuse ami even some fraud in state
government, and I applaud the governor and join him in his goal of eradicating it. But be cannot produce sufficient revenue to meet our state's
needs in higher education, not to mention primary/secondary education or
Medicaid, by eliminating waste, fr.wd
and
abuse.
SeN. joEY
The governor feels universities
PENDLETON
could improve their financial picture
by getting rid of. you guessed it,
"WE WILL
waste, fraud and abuse. I can certainONLY HAVE ONE ty sympathi1.e with the frustrations on
the Murr..ty State campus. After all,
BITE AT THE TAX
Senate Republicans failed to fund a
REFORM APPLE.
science complex at Murray while supporting a plan to spend $47 million on
lET'S HAVE A
a basketbaJI gym at Northern KenREAL REFORM,
tud:y University.
I'm frustrated and, yes, insulted by
NOT THE
underfundeJ higher education budGOVERNOR'S
gets, no investment in Bucks for
Brains, double-digit tuition increa.<>eS
PLAN TO
tor students trying to earn a college
INCREASE TAXES degree and most certainly by Frankfort's refusal to come to grips with the
ON WORKING
state's budget problems.

~

..

.

· i \··
f':l

KENTUCKIANs:•

Real tax reform is obviously the
answer. Independent of economic
trends, our state revenues are falling
because our outmoded tax system
does not tax the growing sections of
our economy. But real tax reform is
not what we have before us in Frankfort.
Fletcher's anemic tax reform proposal is unfair to working families
and would not address our state's
needs. The governor estimates that his
plan will produce $12 million in addi·
tiona! revenue after two years. (Yes,
all of this hand-wringing is over a
plan that might produce $12 million.) .
To add a little perspective, the most
conservative of estimates identifies a
$300 million hole in the state's Medicaid budget. Those who are less optimistic place it closer to $1 billion.
The governor is quick to point out
that his plan is revenue neutral, meaning tax increases are balanced by tax
cuts. Any increase in state revenues
comes from job creation.
One obvious question is: Who wiiJ
pay more and who will pay Jess under
the governor's proposal? The wealthiest 5 percent of Kentuckians would
receive 32 percent of the governor's
tax break. Furthermore, the plan cuts
the top corporate tax rate from 8.25
percent to 6 percent, and abolishes the
corpo@te license tax.
The neediest of our working families would receive just 9 percent of the

benefits. Independent analysts con- tax refund" was credited with shutting
sulted by Kentucky Youth Advocates down the College of Education at the
have demonstrated that for 80 percent University of Oregon.
We will have only one bite at the •
of Kentuckians - essentially all but
the most wealthy - the governor is tax refonn apple. Let's· have real
supporting a tax increase.
reform, not the governor's plan to
The Fletcher plan raises taxes on increase taxes on working Kentucktobacco products, alcohol and satellite ians.
·
television - increases that fall hardest
Decisions on his plan are currently
on lower-income households. 1n the before legislators in Frankfort. The
April 8 edition of The Courier-Jour- Senate has attached the governor's
nal, Roger Brinner, an economist with plan to its budget proposal, and the
the Boston-based Parthenon group. tax plan threatens the entire budget
said: "Given the widening income negotiation process.
I urge you to write to the governor
gap, now is certainly not the time to
raise taxes on items like satellite TV, and ask him to regroup and seek
beer or other products, which would meaningful tax refonn. We've been
fall hardest on lower-income house- studying tax reform for years and
holds and which would worsen the wo~;~ld be proud to work with him on
disturbing trend toward the state's tax change that would address the needs
system becoming more regressive."
in our state, including those .in higher
Another concern I have with the education.
governor's tax plan is the ''trigger"
Write him at the Capitol, Frankfort.
mechanism that would automatically KY 40601, or e-mail him at goverlower income tax rates as state rev- nor@ky.gov.
enue grows. By using this trigger to
You can leave a message for indikeep state revenues capped at current vidual legislators by phoning (tolllevels, the governor is essentially say- free), 1-800-372-7181.
ing higher education funding levels
Believe me, the voices of Murray
are adequate in Kentucky. I strongly State students can make a difference.
disagree.
University of Kentucky economist
Dr. James Ziliak said the trigger Sen. Joey Pendleton (D-Hop·
would "haunt the Commonwealth's kinsville), represents Christian,
fiscal balance sheet for years to Logan and Todd counties.
come." He experienced a similar
device in Oregon, where the "kicker joey.pendleton@ lrc.state.ky

.us

Anti -femi~ist panelist refutes -allegations
In My
Opinion
lAURA
EWALD

"HER ATIACK
IS BOTH HIGHLY PERSONAL
AND FLAWED,
AND

I WANT

TO SET THE
RECORD
STRAIGHT.u

Now that I have been misquoted twice in the
last two issues of this newspaper. it is time to
speak up on my own behalf. The latest entry is
Emily Rigdon's opinion piece of April 9. While
1 would agree wholeheartedly that Rigdon has
the right to disagree with my politics and voice
those disagreements in a public forum, she does
not have the right to libel me. Rigdon may have
attended the Feminism Forum on March 30, but
she obviously did not bear what I actually said.
Her attack is both highly personal and flawed,
and I want to set the record straight.
Here are some of the allegations made by Ms.
Rigdon:
ALLEGATION: "Pointing out they (the
research findings) were the result of two weeks
of research alongside. at least two career feminist
scholars while asserting her research authority
made her appear quite ridiculous."
FACT: My re!>earch result<> were from a variety of bighly,.qualified scholars. Rigdon, likewise, should consider giving credit to the sources
she was obviously quoting and/or paraphrasing.
ALLEGATION: "Ewald purpons the gender
wage gup doesn't exist, nor even one academic
study to prove it"
FACT: I did not say the gender wage gap does
not exist What I said was the feminist claim that
women earn only 73 percent of what men do is,
as economist Diana Furchtgott-Roth (of the
American Enterprise Institute) argues, "bogus."
"Studies show that when differences in education. years in the workplace, and number of chil·
dren are taken into account, the notorious 27cent pay gap diminishes to five or lO cents."
Furchtgott·Roth cites not one, but four independent scholarly studies proving it, including those
from University of Michigan economists Charles
Brown and Mary Corcoran, Erica Groshen of the
New York Federal Reserve, Cornell University's
Francine Blau. and the National Science Foundation. These studies also show any gap still
existing can be attributed to social factors other
than discrimination, such as women tending to
choose jobs that pay tess but are closer to home
and have more flexible hours.

ALLEGATION: ''It strikes me as terribly
unrealistic that Ewald, with no background in
either economics, statistics or even mathematics
but in the dramatic arts and liprary sciences,
would be ...the best candidate 'to evaluate this
wealth of information."'
FACT: It is interesting that Rigdon deems it
necessary to list only half my credentials in a
manner insulting to me and my entire profession
(Rigdon owes an apology to performing arts
majors, library science students, and their faculty across campus). My B.A. in Classical Studies
was more challenging than my B.A. in Drama,
but play analysis does provide extraordinary
insight into society. Rigdon made a curious
omission by ignoring my M.A. in Organizational Communication, a discipline thoroughly
involved in sociological research methods.
including statistics. No, I do not have a Ph.D.,
but my M.L.S. allows me to ~h Ph.D.s' and
their students, effective ccsearch methods. an~
resource evaluation is a major part of that
instruction.
ALLEGATION: "As Susan Faludi gathered
from many sources..."
FACT: While I have never read Faludi's work,
l have read several critical reviews of her by
writers I trust. I am more in-step with the likes of
Danielle Crittenden, editor of the Women's
Quarterly and author of "What Our Mothers
Didn't Tell Us: An Analysis of the Way Feminism Has Steered Women Into Unhappiness."
Faludi's contention that "Working women are
less susceptible than housewives to mental disorders big and small" seems unlikely, especially
in light of a recent study cited by Dr. Suzanne
Fields (columnist and author) that found "one in
three women with master's degrees in business
administration have left full-time employment to
return to the hearth."
ALLEGATION: "(Amartya) Sen is not only a
highly published economist, but a Pulitzer Prize
winner, so Ewald might concede his research
. superior."
FACT: Once again, not likely. As Richard
Sandbook of the Munk Center for International

Studies, University of Toronto, noted in the
December 2000 Third World Quarterly. "Sen's
pragmatic brand of neoliberalism purveys a false
promise to the poor and socially excluded." That
he won the Pulitzer is not surprising, as the
Pulitzer committee bas a history of leaning left
in its selections.
ALLEGATION: "Ewald used two anecdotes
to 'prove' the women's movement hurts wornen's equality -one was the women journalists
who cried foul when not allowed into male locker rooms to interview male athletes after games."
FACT: I did not use this to "prove" anything.
It was, rather, an example of the sometimes
ridiculous demands of some women for socalled "equal" treatment, and it was coupled with
the more serious example of lowering the pbysical fitness standards for female fire fighters.
ALLEGATION: "It disappoints me to see her
.s,omp~~ dis!egard for her female predecessors
'Y.Ilo sacntYc&tl~ir~iJe!\-who had ttkr-political
agenda of promoting the cause of women's
equality."
FACT: Once again Rigdon is exposing her
lack of attention to what I actually said. I have
nothing but respect for the historically signifi·
cant work of women in the past. As I said in my
opening statement, had I been living prior to
1960. I would have more than likely labeled
myself a feminist. as it is only the last 40 years
of this movement with which 1 am at odds.
In the open forum of ideas that should penneate American universities, many times we must
agree to disagree when faced with diametrically
opposing viewpoints. My question for Rigdon,
though, is the same one I asked the forum at
large: If you are so certain of the rightness of
your views, then why did you need to fabricate
so much of your piece in order to prove it? Stick
to the facts. Tolerance must be a two-way street
in order to have any meanin.g. We all have a right
to our opinions, and right to express them bonestly in public. Yes. even a con'servative like me.

a

lAura Ewald is a referenu librarian for
Waterfield Library.

~oliday great despite missing
New Years memories still vivid
for student after European travels
'

by Ashley Crook
Well, it'' about I0 :45 p.m. Paris time, and lam
sitting directly in front of the Eiffet Tower, waiting
patiently for the clock 10 ~trike midnight on New
Year's Eve:.
"I cannot believe I am actually here," I say to
myself
There nrc four times more people at this location
than in Times Square in New York City on this
i>llme day. Complete madness is the only way l can
describe it, hut nonetheless, beautiful.
I was joined on this night with various friends.
some old and some new. And. at last, it finally happens. The Fiffel Tower light~ up with fireworks
going off to the sides. I am spending New Year's
Eve in P<tris.
What could possibly be more exciting than this?
Well, I will tell you. I. along with two other friends,
immediately left the Eiffel Tower site so we could
have enough time to board Paris' underground
transportation system the Metro. which closes at I
a.m.
After fighting a large crowd, we finally make it

underground and to the platform of the train we
needed to board. Whew! We made it. Then, suddenly, the French began yelling a word that sounded like "Firme." Supposedly it means "it is closed"
in French, or so we were told.
To make a long story even longer, the individuals in the front of the line began pushing and
pulling as well. We were standing in the middle of
the crowd and eventually got pushed outside of the
Metro station . So we start walking. All of the taxis
were full and the buses were no longer running.
Picrure this: three American girls, walking the
streets of Paris after midnight Our hotel was locat·
ed in Lcvallois, which is on the outskirts of Paris.
We were angry. freezing and determined to find our
way back to the hotel, no matter how long it took.
Three hours and more than 10 miles later, we
finally made it back to our hotel. Then we partied
with the French and the rest of our friends and
brought the new year in the right way. What a
night.
.
What is the moral of the story? Don't miss the
Metro on New Year's Eve in Paris.
1 went to Europe over Winter Break with the
International Business Seminar for about two

Slogan
encourages
arrest-free
future
In an attempt to boo~t the
Athletic Department's failing
reputation, a new campaign
rivaling the likes of the "Persist: There is no¢ in Quitting''
slog<m bas been launched to
raise support for the Rucer athletes.
The "Racing Toward an
Arrest-frt.>e Future" program
has been instated to help
remind student athletes, espe·
dally those on scholarship,
that higher education is u privilege. not a right.
''In light of the recent arrests
and problems we're facing
with c;ome student~ who seem
to think nthletics is synonymous with breaking the law,
we are l:leing forced to crack
down,'' Dennis Fieldstone.
Athletic Department representative, said.
Fieldstone said crttcking
down includelt not only the
slogan, but many !.teps to ensure student athletes are
not breaking the law, and if they arc, that they arc not
breaking it stupidly.
'"Racing Toward an Arre~1-free Future' is not only
a slogan to inspire Mudcnts to abstain from illegal
activities, but al~o to remind student-; to be diligent
when committing illegal activities," he said.
Jack Greer, representative for the Athletic Department's student services, said one of the program's
major focuses is prevention of arrests for student ath·
letes.
"One of our main focuses is not getting caught.''
Greer said. "If a student athlete chooses to break the
law, we want to ensure they know proper escape technique:;, such as crawling out a bathroom window or
properly covering for a fellow teammate.''
Greer said the department is con..,idering offering
required courses for all athletes. including infonnation
on how to pass a lie detector t'!~t. how to respect police
officers without giving away too much infonnation
and planning escape routes from their homes.
Greer said being an athlete brings a certain responsibility to a l>tudent and sometimes they buckle under
pressure. The unfortunate matter is that they ubo get
caught.I
"Public relations wise, v.e wish these incident.;
would ha~e never happened," Greer said. "Howevc.>r.
since we can't em.~;e these charges, and believe me,
we've tried, we must help students to eradicate these
problems in whatever means possible."
The department abo wanted to•spotlight students
who are making positive choices. For instance, Jen·
nifer Davis, junior from Decatur, Ala .. has become a
~pokeswoman for the department by speaking up for
athletes who choose to live a clean lifestyle.
") just feel the media have wrongly placed an
emphasis on the student athletes who get caught doing
something they're not supposed to,'' she said.
"Many student athletes don' t do anything illegal,
and they're paying for the had rap."
However, Davis did admit some of the perks of
being an athlete do help students feel they are special.
"The schol:mhips, free books and fn.-e clothes do
sometimes make a student teel like they are special,"
she said. "However, that doesn't mean we don't want
10 have some fun, too."

Melissa Stoneberger is t~faux-news columnist for "Tile
Murray State. Nrws."

train

weeks. It was a wonderful experience (aside from
missing the Metro), and I would love to do it again.
It was a thoroughly enriching and eye-opening as
well. I learned .just how little we all know about
intercultural communication. in fact, many of us
haven't the slightest clue. Everyone in the world is
not the same, and we must be made aware of this
and adapt accordingly.
So, all of this is to say: Study abroad, take a class
overseas, talk to that international student who sits
in the back of your class. I more than enjoyed my
"going global" experience and I would go back in a
heartbeat.
I encourage all of you to do the same, no matter
the cost. In the words of St. Augustine, "The world
is a book, and those who do not travel read only a
page."

Ashley Crook/guest

Ashley Crook is an organizational communication
graduate stude'}t from Hermitage, Tenn .

Ashley Crook visits Notre Dame Cathedral while in Pads with
the International Business Seminar study abroad program.
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Officials transfer pregnant inmate
to sat isfy new health care needs

Huntsville appeals court Appeals court nding frees
grants execution reprieve convicted child molester

U.S. fighting threatens
collapse of past truee

OWENSBORO (AP) - A female inmate
at th•· Davi<'Ss County Detention Center
got pregnant while incarcerated, apparently by crawling through ductwork to meet a
male inmate, jail officials said.
Melissa Haycraft, 25, of Lewisport, and
John Benson, 24, of Owensboro are
accused of sneaking into a plumbing crawl
space in the jail and returning to Haycraft's cell during the overnight hours of
jan. 10-ll, Daviess County Jailer David
Osborne said.
Haycraft has since been transferred to
the Kentucky Correctional Institute for
Women in Pewee Valley, an aU-female
prison, where her health care needs will be
met, said Lisa Lamb, spokeswoman for the
Kentucky Department of Corrections.
Haycraft's cellmates reported the
encounter to jail officials.
Both inmates were questioned, but
denied any sexual activity, Osborne said.
Benson told investigators that Haycraft
gave him· food and that they kissed.
The investigation resulted in both being
charged with administrative violations of
attempted escape, lying to a jail deputy
and interfering with the safety and security of a facility.

HUNTSVILLE, Texas (AP)- A
SANTA ANA, Calif. (AP) -A
man"set to be executed for fatal- convicted child molester serving
ly stabbing a woman won a last- a life sentence was freed after an
minute reprieve to argue in an appeals court ruled he never
appeal that he is mentally had a chance to confront his
retarded and thus ineligible for accuser.
Edward Harvey Stokes was
the death penalty.
'H'Ie 5th U.S. Circuit Court of relt>ased from jail last week, the
Appeals granted Michael Ros- Los Angeles Times reported
ales a reprieve Tuesday just Wednesday.
hours before his scheduled exeJohn Barnett, attorney for
cution and sent the case back to Stokes, sJid the 4th District
a lower court.
Court of Appeals ruling was fair
Rosall'S, 30, was convicted of because defendants have a right
stabbing and beating 67-year- to cross-examine their accusers.
old Mary Felder to death at her
Blue .Karak, the alleged 16Lubbock apartment during a year-old victim, was a runaway
burglary in 1997.
who police said Stokes met in a
His attorneys say he is mildly , Seattle coffeehouse in 1996.
retarded, but his appeal was dis- AccordJng to court testimony,
missed Monday by the Texas Stokes lured the boy to DisneyCourt of Criminal Appeals. An land and forced the boy to drink
intelligence t~t given to Rosales tequila and take LSD in a motel
in January put his IQ at 73, three room before assaulting him.
points above the threshold for
Karak escaped, but committed
retardation.
suicide several months before
The U.S. Supreme Court has Stokes went on trial. Stokes was
ruled men~ally retarded people sentenced to life in prison under
may not~ executed.
California's "one-strike" sexual
assault law, which allows for a
Republicans, Democrats life tenn in aggr<~vated cases.

FALLUJAH, Iraq (AP)
U.S. warplanes and helicopters
firing
heavy
machine guns, rockets and
cannons hammered insurgents Wednesday in the
besieged city of Fallujah.
ffhe commander of U.S.
Marines warned that their
fragile truce was near colLapsing.
With officials reporting
four more Marines killed,
the death toll of 87 U.S.
troops in April make it the
deadliest month since the
military set foot in Iraq.
In the south, 2,500 U.S.
troops were digging in outside the Shiite holy city of
Najaf, preparing for a possible assault against radical
cleric Muqtada al-Sadr.
Jraqi clerics and politicians have launched negotiations with al-Sadr, to get
him to back down sufficiently to avert a U.S.
attack.
But
al-Sadr
appeared to take a tough
stance, demanding U.S.
troops withdraw from all
Iraqi cities.

dosing argument lhat the
defense produced no evidence that Rywin was acting on beha.Jf of Miller or
anyone else in the govern·
ment.
The trial began on Dec. 2,
and the court is expected to
deliver its verdict ApHl 23.

Prosecutors end case
against film producer

Syrian military agents
arrest rights advocate

WARSAW, Poland (AP)
Prosecutors demanded a
Polish court convict a film
producer on charges of
influence peddling, wrap·
ping up their case Wednesday in a b ribery scandal.
Prosecutors say that Lew
Rywin - co-producer of the
Oscar-winning
films
"Schindler's List" and "The
Pianist" - offered, in 2002,
to lobby for changes to a
proposed media law if
Agora SA, publisher of the
Gazeta Wyborcza newspaper, gave him $17.5 million.
Rywin claimed he was
acting on behalf of Prime
Minister Leszek Miller and
other Polish power brokers.
But prosecutor Katarzyna
Kwiatkowska said in her

DAMASCUS, S~ia (AP)
A human rights advocate
who staged a bold protest
in front of the tightly con·
trolled parliament has been
imprisoned, his group said
Wednesday.
Military agents summoned Aktham Naisse in
the port city of Latakia on
Tuesday and arrested him,
the Committees for the
Defense of Democratic Lib·
erties and Human Rights in
Syria said in a statement.
The group said he is
being held in a prison in
northwest Syria and coiled
for his release, saying he
suffers from heart problems.
It was not immediately
dear why Naisse was

Churchill Downs renovation effort
restores grandstand's stmcture
LOUISVILLE (AP)- The usual hectic
preparations are under way as another
Kentucky Derby approaches.
The grandstand at Churchill Downs is
undergoing a $121 million renovation to
restore the decaying structure and help
Churchill Downs compete with riverboat
casinos and other more modern entertainment venues.
The project is on schedule to be completed in April 2005. But as the May 1
Derby draws closer, concerns ab'o ut the
historic track's future give way to questions ahout how the ongoing construction
will affect its signature event.
The most glaring visual change Derb'y
nttendces will notice is the cavernous,
steel-girder skeleton that now stands
where the clubhouse used to overlook the
first turn. In years past, the section
housed the press box and luxury areas
reserved for the well-to-do.
This year, the unfinished top·three
floors will be closed and many of the
privileged guests will be moved to a temporary, 77,000-square foot block of white
tents in the center of the infield.

support increasing taxes Judge orders newspaper
RICHMOND, Va. (AP) - A
group of moderate Republicans to submit inmate's letter
broke rank to help Democrats in
the Virginia House pass a tax
hike aimed at breaking a budget
impasse with the Senate.
. The bill, passed Tuesday on a
52-46 vote, would generate $748
million in new taxes over two
years. The Senate leadership
wants a $2 billion increase over
the same period, having lowered
its goal from $4 billion.
Disagreement over the budget
has caused legislators to extend
their session by almost a month
and could close state agencies
after Lhc fiscal year ends june 30
if a comptomise is not reached.
The Senate Finance Committee was taking up the bill
Wednesday morning, and one
member said the committee was
unhappy over the House'!> stripping of a key provision to
increase the tax on real t>state
transactions.

PHOENIX (AP) - A judge
ordered a newspaper to surrender a handwritten letter
from an inmate awaiting trial
on charges stemming from Jan·
uary's standoff at an Arizona
prison.
The Maricopa County Attorney's Office subpoenaed the
letter in February, claiming it
was tantamount to a confession
and crucial evidence in Ricky
Wassenaar's upcoming trial.
An attorney for The Arizona
Republic argued at a court
hearing last week that the letter
revealed little information not
already available from other
sources.
In a ruling released late Monday, Judge Warren Granville
ordered the newspaper to hand
over the ll•tler by April 30.
The Republic is considering
an appeal of the ruling.

AP Photo/John Moore

U.S. Marines from the 1st Battalion ~th Marine Regiment unload a large cache of weapons. including homemade multiple rocket launchers, in }'allujah \\'ednesday. T he Mar ines found two separate caches, one in a
hidden room behind a mirror.
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detained, though he is an
outspoken campaigner for
political reform. His group
has circulated a petition
calling for the abrogation of
the emergency laws, the
release
of
political
detainees and the return of
exiles.
Naisse led the protest,
timed
with
the 41st
anniversary of Syria's
March Revolution, last
month outside Parliament,
when the ruling Baath
party seized power. The
demonstration was quickly
broken up, and he and
other activists were briefly
detained.
President Bashar Assad,
who succeeded his late
father H<~fez Assad in 2000,
has taken limited steps to
loosen Syria from the totali- •
tarian system he inherited.
But he hils also clamped
down on pro-democracy
activists.

News in brief i!' compiled by
Meli.o;sa Kilcoyne, news t•ditor.
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Custom tailored relief for;

At Calloway County Chiropractic, our
approach to total body wellness will keep
you active and energized. Don't let pain
keep you from enjoying the activities you
love. Chiropractic adjustments con bring
your body bock to its natural slate,
improving your body's balance, performonce and energy - at work and at play.

Hwy 641 Bypass • 527-3990

• Whiplash • Headache s
• l ower back, hip or leg pain
• Neck. shoulder or arm pain
• Tight muscles, numbness
• Scia tica

753-6100

Dr. Scott Foster
1625 Hwy 121 N ., Murray
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MURRAY

Hours: 10 a.m. · 5 p.m. (Mon. - Fri.)
& 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. (Sat.)
Guitar Lessons Awilable
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We would like to invite you to join us
in worship and fellowship at

12TH 8t CHESTNUT STREETS
DINE-IN oR CARRvour

First United Methodist Church
Church School ......................................9:50 a.m.
Worship ................................................ II :00 a.m.
504 Maple St • Murray • 753-3812

MSUSTUDENT
DISCOUNT 15o/o OFF
WITH I.D.

or mnstrtmsc@eanhlink.net

"Open hear~!, oP_en mi'!_ds, ope'!_ doors. "
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NIGHTS!
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(270)759-4646
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Elections stimulate creative plans

Jobs:
Career Services officials
assist with job placement

Students vying for SGA positions
use various campaign strategies
by Elizabeth Cawein

From Page 1

Statf Writer

He said he would tell ~tudents, "AUow
yourselves the luxury of doing what you
came (to Murray State) to do."
Ellen Orndorff. senior from Adairville,
recently had an interview with one of
these companies.
"If you don't put your resume on the
Web site. you won't get (job offer~),'' said
Orndorff.
She said the process of job-searching
and preparation is a long one but it is
wonh the effort.
·"As long as you take advantage of the
services provided, Career Services will
help you any wuy they can," said Om·
dorff.
She said she would advise students to
start getting their names out even if they
are not graduating seniors. Her future pro·
fessional career hao; a head start because
of her participation in these services, she
said.
She said one important thing she did to
prepare for the interview was research the
company to which she wa'> applying.

"You just have to go (to Career Ser·
vices) and let them know whnt you're
looking for," Orndorff said.
There is another online source students
can use to search for internships and
entry-level jobs. Grcaterlouisville·
Works.com hao; lists of many paid and
non-paid internships for the Louisville
area.
Steve Bittenbender, public relations
manager for Greater Louisville Inc.. said
the Web site is similar to rhe Murray State
Career Services Web site.
..lfyou regic;ter with GreaterLouisvilleWorks.com. you can send your resume to
the company (with the internship in which
you are interested)," said Bittenbender.
He snid Murray State students who
received internships in Louisville would
receive the experience of Jiving in a larg·
er city but would remain close to their
locaJ friends and fami ly.
Said Bittenbender: "Internships can be
vital for a student's school career and professional career thereafter."

Aiers decorate residential colleges like
multi·colored wallpaper. Sandwich boards
line the walkways with larger-than-life pictures of candidates.
It's election time.
As the voting dates approach, candidates
nrc use various means in their attempts to
reach a-; many students as possible. Nick
Garvin, senior from Murray and vice-presidential candidate, said a well-worked campaign is key to victory.
"Now, with more than 8,500 students on
our campus, there'~ no"' ay to know each one
of them," Garvin said. "With online voting,
you've got a larger group of people casting a
vote, so there is a larger percent of people
who don't know you that you've got to
reach."
Popular strategies include printing T~hirts. distributing fliers, making buttons and
giving away candy or other snacks.
"I've made T-shirts, I've distributed fliers
in the residential colleges, I've given out
suckers," said at-large senator candidate
LeeAnna Green, freshman from Mayfield.
"But you've aJso got to get out there and just

tell people about yourself. You have to show
them that you care. and you're not j ust trying
to win for yourself, but you're trying to represent them."
Garvin agreed. saying he places personal
interaction above material freebies when it
comes to winning votes.
"The key is to make it to as many meetings
as possible," Garvin said. "You have' to get
your face associated with a name and allow
them lO ask questions."
Green said she wants the students to know
a lillie about her beyond her name and face.
"You have to set yourself apart," Green
said. "When it comes to voting, people are
just going to see a list of names. You want
yours to stick out."
Green, a freshman senator, recogni1.ed the
importance of a catchy campaign slogan. She
printed fliers and T-shirts with the phrase
'Go with Green' and a picture of a traffic
light.
"When they see LeeAnna Green, I want
them to remember me and think, 'Go with
Green,"' she said.
Aaron Butler, freshman from Owensboro,
used his artistic skills to craft a unique campaign. Butler, who is running for senator for
the College of Humanities and Fine Arts, has

created fliers that list different types of people, from loners to chronic ma'iturbators,
who should vote for him.
"I don't feel that the regular campaigning
is very successful," Butler said. "I want to
appeal to people I can relate to, and who can
relate to me. If people can look at my fliers
and see themselves and relate to it, then I
want their vote."
Butler said fliers are only 1 percent of his
campaign, but are a good way of getting his
name out Like Green and Garvin, Butler
places significant emphasis on talking with
constituents.
"[ want to talk to people and find out what
they want done," Butler said.
Another one of Butler's campaign pieces
rests in the gardens outside Elizabeth College. A cardboard cutout of a body lies on the
ground with a rock on its head and cardboard-cutout blood trailing from underneath.
The body reads: "Vote for Aaron Butler, or
else."
"I saw the sandwich boards out and they
looked incredibly traditional," Butler said. "I
was working on a piece of art at the time and
thought, why not incorporate it into my campaign?"
Many candidates agree contact with potential voters is important.
'There's no way you' re going to know
everyone, so you have to meet as many people as possible." Garvin said. "Find out what
they want and make sure they associate your
name with your face."

Scholars Week showcases intellect
''We have over 90 facu lty mem·
bers us sponsors. We have
tremendous facu lty support for
Scholars Week kicks off today, Scholars Week."
with presentations from the first
University President F. King
of 600 students who will deliver Alexander said, "For the last
their rc~earch findings over the three years, 1 have seen Scholars
Week develop into a highly-valnext seven days.
John Mateja, director of the ued and visible campus event
Undergraduate Research and involving many faculty and stuScholarly Activity office. said the. dent,."
Mateja said he feels involveturnout has nearly doubled since
ment has increased because Murlast year.
"(The
participation)
far ray State students understand
exceeds my expectations since they need more on their resumes
this is only the third year <we've than a letter grade.
"Activities like Scholars Week
had Scholars Week).~ he said.
Mateja also said the participa- make them stand out from other
tion at the University is compara- graduates in their class," he said.
Mateja said there are four main
tively larger than at other
ways students participate in
schools.
"Some schools feel lucky to Scholars Week. These include
get 50 or I 00 student<> to partici· giving oral or poster presentapate, and we have around 600 tions and performing or exhibit·
participating this year," he said. ing works of art.

by carrie Pond
Contributing Writer

photo courtesy of lames Rogers

Amanda D'Angelo (left), freshman from Murray, and John Tucker (right),
senior from Benton, operate the moonbuggy constructed by Murray State
students from the physics and engineering department. The students
placed eighth out of 32 in NASA's Great Moonbuggy Competition held
AprU 3 in Huntsville, Ala. T be competition involved constr ucting a manpowered buggy capable of transporting two pilots across simulated lunar
terrain. The buggy is'currently on display In Waterfield Library.

"We have students, from all
five colleges and the School of
Agriculture, who will be contributing," he said. "We have one
student (who) will lecture on the
scholarship that goes into a music
performance. A music student
doesn'tjust get up and sing; they
have to interpret the music.
That's the scholarship it takes."
Topics addressed during
Scholars Week range from "'The
Effectiveness of Aromatheraphy,
Herbs and Homeopathy in Horses" to ''Afrohispanic Poetry."
Provost Gary Brockway said
of the Scholars Week program: "I
applaud the efforts of our Office
of Undergraduate Research and
Scholarly Activity in organizing
and coordinating this Scholars
Week."
Mateja stressed that although
Scholars Week is scheduled from
April 19 to 23. there will be

activities related to Scholars
Week throughout April.
"There is so much going on
that it would be almost impossible to fit everything in the week
we call 'Scholars Week,"' he
said.
Mateja also stressed the importance of attendance.
"We very much encourage
individuals to attend events of
interest to them to see what fel·
low students are doing," he said.
"I hope {participation) will
continue to grow with time."
Mateja said. "It speaks very highly of what's going on at Murray
State and speaks very highly of
what kind of education Murray
State st11dents are getting.''
For the complete list of Scholars Week event<~ and schedule of
presentations, visit http://campus.murraystate.edu/services/
ursa/.

RE-ELECT

OSH ROSE

If there are horrible
noises coming from
your car, and it's not

FOR SGA PRESIDENT

the radio station's top
40, IT'S TIME YOU
CAME TO SEE US!
We're committed to quality auto care, excellent customer service
and fair prices. It's our goal to have you back on the road fast with
complete auto care, from engine to muffler and every part in between.

• SAVED STUDENTS
$85,000+ IN STUDENT
FEES THIS YEAR
• STRONG RESIDENTIAL
COLLEGE SUPPORTER
• VISIBLE CAMPUS LEADER

Bachelor Auction
---April 23, 2004

Ten bachelors to be auctioned! Fantastic date packages!
Cocktails at 6:oop.m. • Dinner 6:30p.m.
AUCTION TO FOLLOW
Host: Congressman Ed Whitfiela

DINNER & AUCTION
Adults $2o
Students $10
AUCTION ONLY
Adults $10
Students $5

SPONSORED BY:
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Murray Paving Inc.

Purchase tickets at the Murray Main Street office in the downtown
Union Planters building or The Student Government Office at MSU.

For information phone 759-9474

•

Swift
Roofing

•VOTE FOR EXPERIENCE
ONLINE APRIL 19 - 21

CANDIDATE #4 ·JOSH ROSE
SGA President
• All students are invited to my campaign
FISH FRY April 16, I I a.m. at the
Elizabeth College Amphitheatre
• Presidential Debate sponsored by ODK
• Check www.msuracers.com for election coverage
Political advertisement • Paid for by Josh Rose
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presidential candidates cite leadership qualities

b y Ch arissa Acree
Staff Writer
Nick Garvin. senior from Murray, and
Matt Knopp, junior from Louisville, are
vying for the vice presidency of the Student Government Association.
Garvin said his experience in CAB and
the community makes him qualified to
hold the vice president position.
"I have held two chair positions on
CAB working with production, soundS
and lights, and currently I am working
with concerts," Garvin said. "I have the
abilities to utilize all aspects of CAB."
Garvin said besides being active in
SGA and CAB, working for an area radio
station has given him the opportunity to
work with and plan summer concens that
sell more than 16.000 tickets.
"I am also working on the Relay for
Life committee planning the activities for
the community-wide event," Garvin said.

Garvin said he
wants to be vice president of SGA because
he cares about CAB.
"I see the success and potential
CAB has," Garvin
said. "It is hard not to
care about something
you have put hours of
work and support into
over • the last two
.......,.., years."
Nick Garvin
Garvin said if .
elected. he hopes to
improve CAB over the next year.
''Nick Rexing did an excellent job with
CAB." Garvin said. "Just as he improved
on what he (was) given. I hope to improve
what he gives to me."
Garvin said he thinks the use of student
talent in CAB events should be improved.
"I have learned through my work with

by Lydia Barrow
Staff Writer
It's election time again, and eager,
dedicated Murray State students are taking to the campaign trail in an attempt to
support for the Student Government
Association's 2004 elections.
One such student is Jodi Martin, senior
from Marion. She is running for the position of SGA secretary and said her decision to run for the position came from a
desire to make a difference.
"As a White College senator, I found
that SGA was an awesome organiza·
tion," Martin said. "I enjoy leadership
and decided to take an initiative and run
for executive office."
Being charismatic and sociable is a
preferred trait for those seeking an
office. Martin said her various experiences in different leadership positions
have developed her people skills.
"I am a people person, and I love Murray State," Martin said. "I would like to
give back and make a difference. I have
a positive outlook and great interpersonal skills. I'd like to contribute to SGA by
addressing the issue of diversity."
Martin also believes her past experiences '."ith SGA make her a prime candidate for the post.

......,"""'",._~.....,....;...,

" I have past experience with SGA ns a
senator."
Martin
said. "I have had the
opportunity to get
involved and help
with various aspects
of the organization
and understand how
things function . I am
motivated and willing to give 110 percent in anything that
I do."

Jodi Martin Challenging Mar·
tin for the secretary position is Meagan
Rogers. sophomore from Murray.
Rogers said her motivation stems from a
desire to be active on campus.
"Serving my freshman year as a member of ... Campus Activities Board, and
then later being the chair for the board
sparked an interest in this position."
Rogers said. "I have had the opportunity
to observe the duti!s and responsibilities
of the secretary. and it would be an honor
to serve the students of Murray State in
that position."
Election ballots are filled with a vari·
ety of students, and it's often a difticult
task for ~tuden~ to decide who is the
best candidate. Rogers said her previous

CAB that we do not have much say in
what concerts we get," Garvin said. "We
have to take what we get. What we can
control and utilize is the vast collection of
talent we have on our campus. With the
budget the way it is. we must use our
resources from within . Whether we have
money or not, we need to give our stu·
dents our support and the opportunity to
showcase their talent."
Garvin said he hopes SGA will continue to shine like every other aspect of Murray State.
"We have, in my opinion, the best campus. town. administration. opportunities
and students in the country,'' Garvin said.
"I can help SGA shine by using what we
have to bring fun. entertainment, diversity
and opportunity to our students."
Knopp said he is seeking the vice president position because he knows he can
make a difference in the way SGA oper·
ates. He said he also wants to give back to

knowledge and experiences make her the
prime choice for secretary.
"I have served a
number of leadership
positions in other
organiLations
on
campus,"
Rogers
said. ''I was a Summer
Orientation
counselor and am the
(vice president) of the
Murray State chapter
Mea~
of the Red Cross. I
believe that these
Rogers
experiences will make
me aptly prepared for the task ahead."
The task ahead includeo; maintaining
the level of performance the current
SGA has achieved . Rogers said she is
more than willing to meet their level of
performance and perhaps even raise the
bar.
"With statewide budget cuts and other
unexpected circumstances, the SGA has
had a great challenge trying to meet the
needs of the students with financial
restrictions," Rogers said. "Yet I believe
that they have done a good job and with
my persistence. determination and dedication, I believe I will be able to contribute to the success of another eventful
school year."
Running unopposed for treasurer i;;
Scott
Ellison.
sophomore
t'orm
Belleville, Ill.

the University and the
students.
"My goal. if
elected, is to be a
voice for the students
and not to use the
position for my own
agenda," Knopp said.
"My leadership abili·
ties qualify me for this
position. I speak my
rnind, don't
back
down."
Knopp said he
Matt Knopp has always been the
per:-.on to take the initiative to get the job
done. "I have the experience of being
closely involved with the student body,"
Knopp said. ' 'As n student ambassador
and Summer Orientation counselor. I arn
constantly selling MSU to future fresh ·
men. Being involved with them allows me
to sec what the future of MSU is going to

look like and know what tjjrection SGA
needs to move toward."
Knopp said as president of the Campus
Activities B{lard he would like to allow
students more of a voice in decisions.
''I'd like to poll students und see which
concerts they'd prefer," Knopp said. "My
vision for SGA is to get more involved in
student life and go to the students instead
of waiting for them to come to me with an
issue or a problem. If elected. I'm not
going to sit and wait for a problem to
arise.
"I know I can be a voice heard loud and
clear for the students," Knopp continued .
"I'd also like to advocate the importance
of MSURacers.corn because it allows students the forum to communicate and
make their voices heard."
Jessica Linenfelser, senior from High ·
land, Ill., another candidate for th~ vice
president position, withdrew fro m the
election on Monday.

House bill attempts to keep
donors' names, gifts private
by Lydia Barrow
Staff Writer

The privacy of university foundations'
donors is one issue members of the Senate
want to revise.
House Bill 395 is seeking to keep the
names of donors and their gift amount to university foundations private. Many universities are required by law to surrender the
names of their foundations' donors to anyone
who requests them.
Mark Hutchins. associate vice president for
institutional advancement at the Development and Alumni Affairs Office, said the
choice should be left up to the donors' discretion.
" Murray State is not required by law to surrender the names of donors to our foundations,'' Hutchins said. ''lt is the foundation's
decision . As long as we are accountable and
good stewards of our donors' contributions.
the matter should be left at that."
Richard Weaver. loyal donor of the Murray
State Foundation, said the right to choose
!;hould be preserved.
"Whether or not I wam my name to be
given out should be left up to my individual
choice," Weaver said. "Sometimes donors
give large amounts of money and simply do
not want their names published, and that's
their cho ice to muke."
Paula Jarboe, director of Western Ken-

tucky University's foundation, said she hopes
the sudden publicity on the matter docs not
deter donors from giving.
"Western Kentucky has a similar policy to
Murray State's in that we are not required to
disclose the name of our don<lrs," Jarboe said.
"We try to be as open as possible but at the
same time have a respunsibility to respect our
donors' coniidentially. We want to do what' s
best for our donors."
Murray State conducts an annual audit in
order to maintain accountability. Tim Miller,
executive director of the Murray State Foundation. said information m:tde public is often
used for mher purposes.
"The Murray State Foundation feels
strongly about the policy nm to disclose
donors' inforn1ation because we believe it's
an infringement on their rights," Miller said.
"Other groups are always looking to obtain
that information to solicit the donors.
Although we are not particularly concerned
with the legislation. we will participate if we
are required to do .c:;o."
Hutchins said Murray State produces an
annual report for both the Murray State anti
Racer foundations.
··we publish the names of our c.Jonurs in
cate~orics according to how much they
donate in The Murray State University Magazine that 'We send out to our alumni,''
Hutchins said. "It' s important that we satisfy
our donors' rights to privacy."
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The Best Pizza in
town•••••••••Honestl
804 Chestnut st.

The sisters of AT~ would like to thank everyone who
participated in this years B·Ball Slam.
It was very successful.
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Congratulations to Chelsee Thompson for being
crowned Miss MSU and to all of our contestants that
were in Miss MSU, we are very proud of youl
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Try our all you can eat pizza, spagatti & salad
buffet•••EVERY DAY...EVERY NIGHT! Show your
student ID and.get too;o off the buffet!

We now have "pull on tires" - name brand, almost newl

EVERY DAY: Oil/filter only $18.95
Up to 6 qual'ts of a basic bPand oil! ~

MECHANICS ON HAND DAILY!
Mon. - Sat. • 8 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
COME ON IN!! NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED!!
OUR TEAM OF MECHANICS IS QUAUFIEDI
GET THE BEST SERVICE AT A GREAT PRICE where "The Golden Rule" Is our policy!

Located at 507 S. 12th St. (next to Log Cabin Restaurant) 759-0003
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Springer residents paint
pictures to rescue birds
by Elizab e th Cawein
Staff Writer
Finger painting isn't just for kids anymore.

Jt's for the birds.
The residents of Springer College created fingerpaint masterpieces to display on the front breezeway
in an attempt to save birds that fly into the glass
panes almost dajly.
Springer Resident Advisers Rachel Jones and Carric Childress originally set up the finger painting a
few weeks ago as an educational program with a discussion on color therapy. When a proper location
was needed to display the an, they decided to put a

Katie Wiles/ The News

A dead bird Jays outside the glass breezeway of
Springer College. Residents report frequent
incidents of recently deceased birds scattered
across the lawn outside the college.

humanitarian spin on the program and help save the
birds.
"It seems to happen every year," C h ildress, sophomore from Kuttawa, said. ''When tour groups come
in, they warn them about the birds. It's become son
of a joke."
For the Springer RAs. however, the situation is no
laughing matter.
"It kind of sucks when you're just sitting there at
the desk and birds are constantly pelting the windows," said Jones, sophomore from Flora. 0 1.
"We'll sit at the front desk, which is out in the
breezeway, and your back is to the window," Childress said. "I remember it was really quiet one afternoon, and a bird hit, and it echoed through the hall.
It was really loud and scary. That time the bird actually lived but most of the time they die."
Former Springer resident Lori Kelly. sophomore
from Louisville. said the birds have been conducting
kamikaze missions on the breezeway windows as far
back as she can remember.
"It's really creepy," Kelly said. "It gets to the point
where you feel like you're walking through a cult
ceremony with all the dead bodies of birds lining the
sides."
Though Kelly said she has never witnessed a bird
flying to its death, she has viewed the "grease
smeared down the window" and "freshly dead birds."
Springer resident Jenny Naes. sophomore from St.
Louis, has also seen the carnage.
''I haven't actually seen a bird fly into the window,
but I've definitely seen the aftermath," Naes said.
She called the deaths unfortunate, but "a tribute to
the maintenance staff and how clean they keep the
windows.''
Childress described an incident in wh ich a bird left
a white residue on the window. giving passers-by a
"perfect imprint of how it was flying."
As far as the success of the finger-painted b ird
diversions. Jones said some of the birds still have not
caught on to the danger.
"Last week, I saw one after the signs had been up.
and I guess it thought it could fly underneath the
paintings," Jones said.
The bird hit the window. defecated on itself and
was able to return to the sky after a 30-minute recuperation.
"Some of them have gotten sman, too," Jones said.
"They're actually running each other into the windows now."
The carcasses often disappear within a few hours
or days. Jones said. A resident cat hangs around outside and regularly claims many of the birds' bodies
upon death, dragging them under bushes in front of
the building.
"It's definitely become a joke, but when you're at
the front desk all the time, it scares you," Childress
said. "It's sad. because all those poor birds have to
die."

Student Government Association

he News

University President F. King Alexander talks with Congressman J ames E. Clyburn from
South Carolina before his presentation at Wrather West Kentucky Museum T hursday.

by Heather Bryant
Staff Writer
Standing in front of a brightly
colored backdrop. Representative
Jim Clyburn (D-South Carolina)
addressed the issue of color
regarding the Brown v. Board of
Education Supreme Coun decision. The lecture was part of the
continuing celebration of the 50th

anniversary of the Brown case.
Clyburn began his speech by
giving background information
about his family and one specific
instance that spurred his awareness of racial issues.
Also discussed in Clyburn's
presentation were racial statistics.
"You have to wonder whether
or not we as a society are drifting
back into pre-Brown conditions,"

said Clyburn. "That is something.
as developing intellectuals, as academics, we need to seriously con·
sider."
He said the Brown ca-.e was a
catalyst for all of the cases following it. All of the cases before the
Brown ca'\C have to be considered
foundational cases, Brown said.

For complete co~·erage of rlu•
speech, visit www.thenews.org.

University Police: Safety tip of the week

Getting behind the wheel while drowsy
causes accidents, lack of awareness
Staff Report

Warning Signs:

Driving while drowsy or
fatigued can be a dangerous act for
the one behind the wheel and others on the road.
If someone is not fully aware of
their surroundings. driving is a difticult process and a lack of awareness often leads' to fatalities and
injuries.
Public Safety Capt. Larry Nixon
lists several warning signs for
drowsiness on the road and preventative steps.

• Not being able to remember the
last few miles driven.
• Having wondering and discon·
nected thoughts.
• Experiencing difficulty focusing
or keeping eyes open.
• Having trouble keeping your
head up and focused on the road
ahead.
• Drifting from lane to lane.
• Tailgating or missing traffic
signs.
• Finding yourself jerking the
vehicle.

What you can do:
• Take a break every two hours or
100 miles.
• Talk to pa.-.senger.. or have them
talk with you.
• lf you continue to show signs of
sleepiness, stop the car and wait
before continuing your trip.
What does not work:
• Opening windows.
• Turning on the nir conditioner.
• Playing loud music.
Take the drowsy driving "Sleep
Quiz" at http://aaafoundation.org/.

PURCHASE AREA PHYSICAl THERAPY

ATTENTION

Available
Positions:
• Election/Ways & Means Chair
• Publications & Public Relations Chair
Oob Description: Web page manager)
• University Affairs Chair
• Judicial Board Members
(Qualification: Must be of junior classification)

Interviews for Judicial Board members will be
Wed., April 28 at 5:30 p.m. in the Barkley room.
I

Senate Chair interviews:
Applicants will be notified of time and place

Diplomat discusses issues

STUDENTS,
FACUL1Y, WEEKEND
WARRIORS AND
ATHLETES
Now you can get help with you injuries.
Purchase Area Physical Therapy and Physical
Therapist Tommy West, is offering you a choice!

COME VISIT US
FOR A FREE INITIAL
CONSULTATION
For more information and scheduling
appointments phone

(270) 759-9500
PURCHASE AREA PHYSICAL THERAPY
208 S. Sixth St., Murray, KY
Mon. - Fri., 8 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
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Pho ne: 762-4468

This \\7eek
•Friday
•Testing - CLEP
testing. 8 a.m., Ordway Hall Room 10 I.
•Film Festival
Murray Independent
Filmmaker Association movie festival, 7
p.m., Curris Center
Theater. Free admission. ·
•Performance
Campus
Ministers
Associatio n presents
"Open Mic," 8 p.m.,
Curris Center Stables.
Free Admission.
•Movie - Residential
College
Outdoor
10 p.m.,
Movie,
Cutchin Field. Free
admission.

•Saturday
•Testing - PRAXIS
testing, 7:30a.m., Faculty Hall Room 306.
•Testing - MCAT
testing. 8 a.m., Ordway Hall Room 101.
•Plant Sale - MSU
Horticulture
Club
Spring Bedding Plant
Sale, 9 a.m.. Pullen

Artist Amy J ones, Murray
State graduate from )fayfield, puts the finishing
touches on the pencil portrait of Assistant College
Life Editor Allison Light.
Jones bas bad no formal
artistic training. Her
knowledge of drawing
comes strictly from books.
Sbe has a Web site and
wso advertises her drawings around campus and in
Mayfield.
Janna Tanner/The News

Portrait of an artist

Farm.
•Yard Sale - Omega
Xi house, 7 a.m.• 201
N. 16th St
•Baseball - MSU vs.
Morehead State, 1
p.m .. Reagan Field.
•Movie
Murray
lndependant Filmmaker Association pre·
sents,
"The Home·
place,'' 4 p.m .• Curris
Center Theater. Free
admission.
•Concert - Richard
Scott, 8 p.m., Curris
Center Stables Free
admission.

Murray State graduate uses
pencils to create portraitS
by Allison Light
Assbt:tnt College Life Editor

A

woman, a penci l and some passion are
all the ingredients needed to create the pen·
cil portraits Amy Jones draws as her busi·
ness for Murray State students and others.
Jo nes, Murray State alumna from May·
fi e ld, began her pencil drawings about two
a nd ha lf years ago. After her job was cut by
the government a couple of mo nths .ago.
she decided d rawing was something s he
would enjoy doing every day.
" I tho ug ht, well,what wo uld I reall y like
to do. and I thoug ht I would really like to
d raw all the time for money." Jo nes said.
"So, if I really want to do that, I need to
make it happen."
Jones already had her We b site established, but decided .s he needed to ad vertise
a little more. S he posted fliers all over
Mayfield a nd campus to advertise her
d rawings.
Although she has not had any forma l art
training, Jo nes found that creating pencil
d rawings is not as hard as it seems. Everything she learned about pe ncil drawi ng. she
got fro m a book her husband gave he r. She
does no t do human sti ll -life drawi ngs. but
she said she could rrobably do anything
that will stay still. Most of her drawings
are based o n pictures.
" I don ' t draw fro m li fe." Jo nes said .
'1'he o nly thing I could draw fro m life
would be a building o r something that
could stay perfectly still o r maybe even a
dog. bul not a person. And a person would
not want to sit (still for) five hours."
It takes Jones anywhere from three to six
hour:s to comple te a pe ncil drawing
bt:cause the work is very precise. The procedure she uses begins wi th scanning a picture into her computer a nd then pri nting it
out in the site she want:s. S he puts the picture into a plastic fo lde r that has a g rid with
ha lf· inc h squares drawn on it. Then, she
d raws the g rid o n her paper and s imply
draws what she sees in each square. Whe n
she's fi nished, she carefully erases the g rid

•Sunday
•Baseba ll - MSU vs.
Morehead State, I
p.m .• Reagan Field.
•Fencing - Novice
Foll Competition, 1
p.m., Carr Health
Building South Gym.
•Movie - "Apocalypse Now," 3 p.m .•
Curris Center T heater.
• Concert - Choral
Collage, 3:30 p.m.,
Lovett Auditorium.
Free admission.

•Monday
•Elections - Student
Government Association elections, 9 a.m.,
www.msusga.com.
I

•Tuesday
•Elections - Student
Government Association elections, 9 a.m.,
www.msusga.com.
•Meeting - Campus
Activities
Board,
4:30 p.m., Curris
Center
Tennessee
Room.
•Recital - Woodwind
Chamber Music. 8
p.m., Performing Arts
Hall. Free admission.

•Wednesday
•Elections - Student
Governme nt Associa·
tion e lections. 9 a.m..
www.msusga.com.
•Pe rformance
Sigma Alpha Iota presents
All-Campus
Sing. 4:30 p.m.,
Lovett Auditoriu m
steps . Free admission.
•Meeting - Student
Government Association. 5 p.m., Curris
Center Barkley Room
•Free Dinner - Newman House Dinner. 5
p.m.
•Lecture - Laura Liljequist and S taci
Stone, "Criminal Profiling : A Great Fiction,'' 7 p.m .. Doyle
Fine Arts Room 623.

On the left is tbe actual photograph of Assistant College Life
Editor Allison Light, and on the right is Jones' pencil portrait.
Jones draws her images directly from photos. It takes her anywhere from three to six hours to complete a drawing.
Jones drew this
picture of Beatie
Paul McCartney
in 2003. Some of
her
celebrity
drawings
have
been autographed
by tbe star~ themselves. She has
autographs from
such stars as
•weird
AI '
Yankovlc, Davey
Jones and the cast
of •Red Dwarf.'
Drawn In 2002,
this picture of
actors Lucille Ball
and Dest Arnez
was unlike most
drawings
Jones
has done. With two
subjects, sbe usually uses two separate pictures, but
this one worked
better with a photo
of
the
couple
together.

und ble nds where needed.
''.l l's not as hard as it sounds," Jones said.
"I think anybody could learn to do it with
just some basic principles. lf l can do it,
anyone can do it."
Jones said the four key fundamentals in
pencil drawings are accuracy, blending.
light and :;hadow. She said most of the time
she erases just as much as she uses the
actual lead because the light and shadow
comes from erasing.
•
She said she prefers to use a mechanical
penci l for the d rawings becau::;e the lead is
softer and stays sharper than a regular pen·
cil. Also. she said they last longer as she
can use one lead pencil for almost nn entire
year. For blending. Jones uses a tool called
a tortillon that looks like a small version of
a pencil without lead or an eraser.
Jones has preferences to what she likes
to d raw. S he said her favorite thing to draw
are eyes and her least favorite would be
teeth.
"(Eyes) are fun," Jones said . "Ir you can
capture eyes. you have got the person. If
you get the eyes wrong they will look like
their brother or sister. (Teeth) are hard. I ,
li ke to d raw crooked teeth though. It 's easier and fun. (With teeth) if you get anything wrong. you can tell."
T he largest drawing Jones has ever done
was an 18-by-24 inch picture of a baby that
took her abo ut a day to finish. S he said she
doesn't really like doing pictures that large
because she has to draw on her hands and
knees because it wi ll not fit in her lap.
Mayfield and Murray are not the only
places J ones has taken her drawings. The
fa rthest away she bas sent a drawi ng was to
O regon. She has even met celebrities like
" We ird A I" Yankovic and Davy Jones. She
said she usua lly gives them the o rigi na l
and makes u copy for them to sig n for her.
Drawings by Jo nes cost $50 for one face
and $ 15 for each additional face in the plc·
ture. S he will have a d isplay booth o n May
15 at the Dolly McNutt Pla?a in Paducah.
Jo nes' work a nd contact information are on
the Web a t www.penciled-portraits.com.

UL
CHRIS, WHEAl'S MY
COMIC STRIP?

HECK! THE COMIC STRIP IS DUE.
Ut THR£E HOURS, lMD I HAvtM'T
£V£H COME UP WITH AH IOU!

YOU SUCKER! YOU SHOULD'V£

WRITTlM IT V£ST£RDAY. NOW
TH£ ONLY WAY YOU CAM GET
DON£ IS WITH SOM£ SORT OF
COP-OUT.

Chris Schweizer
NO, I'VE GOT IT! I'V£ GOT TH£
PERFECT IOEl FOR lteS WEEK'S
COMIC STRIP!

•Thursday
•Concert - Symphonic Band and Jazz
Band II. 8 p.m.,
Lovett Auditorium.
Free admission .

D0£5 CHRIS RULL Y HAV£ l GOOO

IDEA, OR IS HE GOING TO COP-OUT?
FINO OUT NEXT WEEK!
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This Week
• Music
1. Confessions - Usher

2. Damita Jo - Janet Jackson
3. Now 15 - Various Artists
4. U Gotta Feel Me - Lil' Flip

5. Honkin' On Bobo - Aerosmith
Source: Associated Press

• Movies

11

Murray dogs,
cats receive
discount rates
atAHTDay

Counseling and
Testing Center
offers students
advice, comfort

by Severo Avila
College Life Editor

1. The Passion of the Christ
starring James Caviezel
2. Hellboy - starring Ron Perlman
3. Johnson Family Vacation
starring Cedric the Entertainer
4. The Alamo - starring Dennis
Quaid
5. Walking Tall - starring The
Rock
Source: Associated Press

• Books
1. Glorious Appearing - Tim
LaHaye and Jerry B. Jenkins
2. The Da VInci Code - Dan
Brown
3. The Five People You Meet
In Heaven - Mitch Albom
4. Can You Keep a Secret?
Sophie Kinsella
5. Angels & Demons - Dan
Brown
Source: Associated Press

• web site
www.penciled-portraits.com
Still h."lVing trouble deciding what
mom \VOuld Mint for Mother's
D;ty? Check out anist Amy Jones'
Web site to order a ponrnit of
y<>ursclf 10 frame and give 10
Mom. All you have to do io; check
out rhe site, send a picture to
jones and let her work her magic.
If you want to sec .some of her
previous works there are various
folder:-; of drawings she's done of
lht: Beatles, the Monkees, char-.tcll:rs from "'11tc Lord of the Rlngs'"
and an English show, "Red
Dwarf." Also, jones has po~tcd a
hiogrnphy online mal tells how
she learned to draw. Chec.:k mH
the artwork and posslhly a gift for
Mom .

by Phillip Dishon
Staff Writer
At times it seems like we have nowhere left to go whe n
things get hard. Classes become too much to hand le. Pressure from society overwhelms us. Even those closest to us
are taken away without warning or reason.
In short, life can be hard.
However, there is hope for those experiencing depression.
Bill Allbritten, director of the Murray State Counseling
and Testing Center. says the center does a variety of things
to assist students during trying times.
"We do our work with the primary focus of (helping a
student complete) a four-year degree (program)," said
Allbritten.
"The major focus is to meet (the students') needs:" said
Don Robertson, vice president of Student Affairs. "There
is a number of mental health resources to assist (student
needs)."
The office primarily handles more severe situations
involving students and accidents. However, Robertson
added that it also provides comfort and closure for the
family and friends of a victim.
"We are very, very much involved (in these situations),"
Robertson s;~id .
Depression is not an uncommon medical condition in
America. Studies conducted by the Food and Drug Administration indicate more than 17 million adults experience
depression each year. The studies also revealed 15 percent
of the victims of depression end their pain by committing
suicide.
Allbritten said many who suffer from de pressio n do not
even realize it.
photo by Rashod Taylor, ilrt by Sanit Sopitgirapast/fhe News
"It is hard to (diagnose depression) yourself," he said.
The American Psychological Association 's D iagnostic depression can assist by giving emotional support and recand Statistical Manual indicates t hat signs of de pression om mending ways for the person to seek help. Inviting the
include loss of interest, change in appetite. Joss of energy, friend out for a time of socialization is one of the best ways
disrupted s leep and problems with thinking and compre- to help relieve the stress of depression. Some possible sughension. However. the diagnosis depends on the se verity gestions are to take the friend to dinner. see u movie or
of these symptoms.
eve n something as simple as studying together in the
A dr.tstic c hange in a pe rson's attitude is a common indi- Quad.
cation of depression, said A llbritten.
"(Friends s hould) watch out for (their colleagues),'" said
''(Changes in behav~or) can be a mark that there is (a real Allbritten . "If something comes up (students should not)
problem).'' he said.
just ignore it.''
The Student Affairs Office and the counseling center
However, Robenson said the student who is suffering
also offer help and advice to students who believe a friend must also be willing to tind help.
may be suffering from depression. The National Institute
"They really need to talk to someone," he said. "They
of Mental Health says friends of people going through need someone else to help them process their problems."

Cats and dogs will have run of the place at Carmen Pavilion Saturday.
Murray State University's Animal Health Technology/Pre-Vet Club will hold its AHT Day from
8 a. m. to 4 p.m. Saturday.
T he a nnual event, held since 1985, is an opportunity for community members to get affordable
veteri nary treatment for t heir dogs and cats.
''We want to open our club and program to the
community so they know what we' re doing." said
Amanda O lges, senior from Louisville. "Plus, it's
good hands-on experie nce for stude nts."
Olges, an animal health techno logy major, said
this wi ll be her fourth year working at AHT day.
"It's a great experience," she said. " I work a
different area every year. First it was physicals.
then ba ths the n heartworm tests. This year I'm
doing fecal exams. It 's made a huge impact on
m~ ... O lges added. ''I'm ta king the skills I learn in
class and putting them to practice."
Students. community reside nts and area pet
owners can take their dogs and cats to the Carmen
Pavilion Saturday to take advantage of the mnny
various services. Physicals and nai l-trims ore free
o f c harge. Other services including heartworm
testing. feline leuke mia testing. fecal checks.
baths and dips are offered at reduced prices.
Prices for individual procedures range from $6 to
$ 12.
T he process at AHT day is simp le. Owners take
their animals to the Pavilidn's waiting room and
fil l out a form stating which procedures their pet
requires. A runner, a n a nimal health technology
student, takes the paperwork and the animal to an
appropriate station where the procedure is performed . The runne r stays with the pet until all
procedures are comple te, the n escorts the animal
back to its owne r.
Approximately ItO students and two licensed
veterinarians will be working the two shifts Saturday.
Proceeds from AHT day w ill help vet students
attend the Kentucky Veterinarian Medical Association's annual conference in Louisville next
year. A percentage of the proceeds also goes to
the National Education for Assistance Dog Services.
Aside from veterinary services. attendants at
AHT Day can also panicipate in a raffle. Prizes
include: gift certi ficates, hair c uts, tanning packages and eye e xams.

VOTE

A presentation by
Ms. Sandra Watts
Alcohol Beverage Control Agent
7 p.m .. • April 20, 2004
Curris Center Theater
Sandra will discuss the pros
and cons of drinking, the pros
and cons of drinking too much,
and the laws and liabilities
associated with drinking.
Presented by The Coalition
for Alcohol Risk Education

APRIL 19, 20, 21
Polnical advenisement - Paid for by Chad Hall

For more information phone 762-3809
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Nine Sigmas share house with ghost

by Liz Smith
Staff Writer
Nine girls, two bathrooms and one house. Though
this may seem like the premise for an ABC sitcom, it's
actually 1hc reality for members of the Sigma Sigma
Sigma sorority.
The hou:.e. which was built in the 1930's, was first
leased by the sorority about 30 years ago. Since then,
the residents have changed, but the house. for the most
part, has not. ·
President or Sigma Sigma Sigma, Lauren Jones,
admitted that most of the furniture is older than she and
similar wallpaper print'> can be seen on '"That 70's
Show." However. the most convincing indicator to the
women that they needed to do some remodeling came
when Jones opened the basemem door, revealing a sea
of cardboard boxes with no ground in :.igh1.
"We actually cleaned it out last year." Jones. from
Kennesaw, Ga .. said. "There were clothes und awards
from the early IY60's down there tmd we also found a
litter of kittens."
Odd. since no one in the house owned a cat.
"We figured there was a gap in the foundation somewhere,'' senior Louisville native Jackie Wise said.
"We're just crosswg our fingers we don't have any tornudoes."

While the house may not be up to code, Jones is hoping to change that. After watching an episode of
"Extreme Makeover: Home Edition,'' Jones obtainei
paperwork to enter the contest and their landlord is currently filling out the forms.
"We need help," Jones said. "When you have a purple bathtub. you know it's time for a change."
Despite obvious decor problems. the sorority has
made efforts to update the house. In the '80s, a new
addition was constructed in the back to serve as Chapter Room. The space is the size of four of their bedrooms combined and the walls are painted i~ the sororily's official color: purple.
"This room makes our sisterhood better. We can just
hangout. have meetings and watch 'Days of Our
Lives.... Wise said.
Just two years ago the sorority organi1..ed a telethon.
along with several other fund-raisers. and were able to
install hardwood floors.
"I like to mop, so I love these floors," Wise said. "It's
mut·h beuer than that pink carpet."
That pink carpet, however, still covers the entire second tloor. Yet one could argue it'~ more black than
pink .
"This is our new fund raising project," Jones said.
"We don't even know where the stains came from , lt'J:
rumored someone was killed."
J'hal could explain the supposed ghost that Jives in
one of the upstairs bedrooms. The women refer to him
as Cameron and say he knocks books off shelves, opens
doors and can be heard running up and down the stairs.
"One of the girls has seen him before. She sleeps in
room four. which is where Cameron lives, and she said
she woke up one night and saw a face right in front of
her," Wise said. "That's why [live downstairs."
There are a total of live bedrooms in the house. three
upstairs and two downstairs. The smallest is located on
the first floor and belongs to Jones.
"I think it used to be n laundry room," Jones said.
"Actually I think mine was the laundry room," Wise
said. "Yours was the walk-in closet."
But whenever the women feel cramped, they can lie
out on a ponion of their roof which serves as a balcony
and a convenient place to sunbathe.
With three kitchens and n barbecue oull>ide, sorority
members also have ample room to cook.
Guests, however, may have a hard time deciphering
the indoors from the outdoors when they first enter the
Sigma Sigma Sigma house. The front door opens into
the living room which contains a green lloral print
couch. several artificial plants and two wicker chairs.
·•] do not like those chairs at all," Wise said. "Wicker does not belong inside. I think it's {n) rule."
Despite all the flaws and frills of 1605 Miller St., the
girls are thankful to live with their sisters.
"It's a lot of fun living with nine girls," Jones said.
"You get to see everybody everyday and even though it
gets loud sometimes, there's always someone to talk

photos by Matta
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(From left) Kendra Brown, j unior from Evansville, Ind., Courtney Young, senior from Louisville,
and Lauren Jones, senior from Kennesaw, Ga., watch television in t he chapter room of the Sigma
Sigma Sigma bouse. Tbe room, painted a \"ibrant ,p urple, is \\here the women have some of their
soror ity functions and where they relax and watch teh~\·ision shows like 'Days of Our Liws.'

Located at 1605
Miller St.,
the
Sigma Sigma Sigma
hou se has been
used by the sorority
for 30 years. With
five bedrooms and
two bathrooms, the
building is home to
nine women and is
supposedly haunted
by a mischeYious
male{ ghost named
Cameron.
The
Sigma house also
boasts hardwood
floo rs, a purple
bathtub and carp~t
with
myster ious
stains .

The upstairs bathroom at the Sigma Sigma Sigma
bouse accomodates six women. Thill makes for
crowded conditions when class schedules coincide.. to."
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Three cheers
and a Fi ve Star
cel e bration!

I\ I

Celebrations bring our community together. And at

All sizes available now!

U.S . Bank, we're proud to celebrate our community
and our commitment to being your hometown bank

Located behind
Goody's in the
Shoppes of
Murray.

with the finest financial products backed by the only
Five Star Service guarantee. It's your assurance that
you'll receive the highest levels of service available
anywhere- and that's something to cheer about!

Students, why
drag it all home
and back?

www.usbank.com

Member FDIC

Indoor Climate Control Storage
Res ~idential & Commercial
STORE YOUR STUFF!
•
•
•
•
•

Rates from $12 monthly
Controlled access
Video surveillance
Pest control
Open 7 days a week

Premier
Mini Storage
644 N. 12th St.

Murray

• U-Haul rentals
• No deposit required
• Air-conditioned units
• On-Site Manager
• Boxes for sale

r----------------------•

I Clip this coupon! Clip this coupon! Clip this coupon!
I
I
I
I when you move in!
I

FREE PADLOCK

I

I

Phone: 270-753-9600 I
Fax: 270-753-9602 II

Premier
Mini Storage
Coupon good through May 31, 2004

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

·----------------------~

,,
Visit us at one of our four convenient locations!
200 AN. 12th St.
Murray
(270)753-3086

HWY 641 South
Hazel
'
(270)492-8839

417 S. Sixth St.
Mayfield
(270)251-0640

325 Main St.
Benton
(270)527-0110
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Students' fil01s roll on silver screen
around a plotless plot involving ''two guys. three
girls and a candy bar." "Nougat" is a comedy
devoid of story.
Think of it as "Sundance in the South."
"It's hard to describe," Young, graduate student
The fifth annual Murray Independent Film front Paducah, said of his movie. " It' s basically
Association festival kicks off in the Curris Center about nothing. There isn' t a big, d riving plot."
Theater tonight, showcasing the cinematic talents
Those seeking a fi lm with more substance will
of Murray State's would-be Tarantino'>.
probably enjoy, "Sam Hall. Private Eye.'' AccordThe festival's lineup will include eight short ing to the film's writer and director, sophomore
films, ranging from stop-motion to live-action Jesse Gilstrap from Cromwell . he likes his movies
comedy.
shaken. not stirred.
" It's a chance for us to screw around and video"I' ve always been interested in spy fil ms. (partape it and show it to people," John Gibson. alum- ticularly) James Bond," he said. "There's even a
nus from Henderson and MIFA co-founder, said. little bit of spaghetti western in my film ."
Gibson's own foray into film. titled "MnemonFi lming for ··sam HaW' took fi ve hours and was
ic Devices.'' is a stop-motion picture that is part lilmed with a camera Gilstrap borrowed from
Gumby. part Stephen King.
Gibson.
Gibson has been with MIFA since its inception
The shortest film of the bunch. ''The Wait,"
five years ago. With the help of co-founder Chris which was also filmed with Gibson's high-8 camSchweizer, senior from Hopkinsville. they sought era. chronicles a visit to a nursing home. In this
to create a forum for like-minded movie buffs not tilm, the perception of time itself is called into
only to share their love for film. but also to make question.
them.
" It's about how time is d ifferent in a nursing
" 1 had two older brothers. and there were a lot home compared to time in the outside world,"
of times I was left by myself to phfy with with my Tanna Konemann. the film's director. said. Kaneaction ligures," Gibson said. "And when my par- mann, senior from Metropolis, Ill .. shot the film
ents gave me a movie camera when l got older. I in her grandmother's room in a real nursing
was like, 'Oh God. It 's all over now':·
home.
Gibson has been making films ever since. His
"(My grandmother) didn ' t understand why I
first entry into the festival featured his beloved was tapillg," Konemann said. "And I didn' t want
action figures pined in a battle to the death. He to explain everything to her otherw~se she'd probdescribed it as "lots of blood, lots of machine ably get pissed off at me."
guns."
Fans of the comic strip-turned-cartoon ''ProfesThis year's entries may not feature G.l. Joes sor Hobo" will be delighted, as further installduking it out with Ni nja Turtles. but theatergo~rs ments of the sarcastic series will be shown on the
should not be disheartened.
silver screen.
"Nougat." a fi lm which. according to director
The projector rolls at 7 p.m.. with another
Justin Young. draws its inspiration from "Sein- showing Saturday night at the same time. Admisfeld" and "Curb Your Enthusiasm," is centered sion is free and open to all.

by J o n athan Meador
Staff Writer

(Left) Jesse Gilstrap,
sophomore. from
C romwell, wrote and
directed the film ' Sam,
HaD, Private Eye.'
This film will appeal
to those who are lookIng for a more serious
and action-packed
live-action movie.
Cromwell said the
films he directs have
both a James Bond
and spaghetti western
theme to add to the
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(Right) 'Professor Hobo,' an animated film featured at
the festival, breaks from the live-action and the stopmotion techniques. Created by Justin Young, graduate
student from Paducah and David RotbweU, senior
from Paducah, the movie satires life at the University.

(Left) Another scene
from 'Mnemonic
Devices' shows Interaction between the
main characters
based on creators
Gibson and KJtchens.
Gibson plays a security guard and
Kitchens portrays a
nerd, which he says
"lsn 't much of a
stretch."

urra
Place
Select your roommates and reserve your
room online at www.MurrayPlace.com.
At Murray Place you get the best of the best.
We offer four-bedroom four-bath and
two-bedroom two-bath apartments.
Amenities Include:
• Private bedroom and bathroom
• Individual leases
• Fully furnished living room: sofa, oversized chair, coffee table,
end table, entertainment center, bar stools and boUt in kitchen table ·
• Washer and dryer in e11ch unit
• Rent includes cable, water and electricity
• Clubhouse with: Foosball, Ping-Pong, Billiards and 1Vs.
• Community with: Fitness center, barbecue grills and picnic areas,
lighted tennis court and a sparkling swimming pool
• Walk-ins welcome to tour our model

Reserve a room for the faD and your name will be
entered into a drawing for one month's free rent

1/3 LB.

~ Barcletts.

(Above) 'Mnemonic Devices' a stop-motion fdm by
John Gibson, alumnus from Henderson, and Josh
Kitchens, alumnus from Henderson, will be shown at
the film festival tonight at 7 in the Curris Center Theater.
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Phone: 762-4481

Men meet Morehead in OVC's
,.
'·
'I

·.

What do you think about Barry
Bonds taking over third place
on the a11-time home run list?

" I think it's great,
he deserves it. ''
Meghan Adams
sophomore

.,

Pewee Valley

,,

~

" If he wasn't on
steroids he would not
have hit 661 homers. "
Matt Pennington
freshman
Savannah, Ga.

Rashod Taylor/The News

Senior Zakaria Bahri from Morocco lunges to hit a forehand to bis practice pa rtner at the Purcell Tennis Courts. The men squared off this
morning against the No.3 seed Morehead Sta te Eagles at 8:30. With a 2-4 Ohio Valley Conference record, the team faced ao t:agle squad that
went 7-2 in OVC play. The Racers met M orehead in April and fell 1-6 to the E agles. The winner of the match will face the winner ,o f J ackSOD\'ille State a nd Austin Peay. The OVC Championships wiU be April 18 in NasbviUe.

" I thinlc:it's great!
He's worked very
hard to get where he

is. '.'

Assistant athletic airector retires as icon
by Nathan Clinke nbe ard
Assistant Sports Editor

Ashley Robbins
:;ophomore
Hardinsbu rg

" The guy who you
should be asking is
Willie Mays. ' '
Patrick Hammond
freslunan
Lexington
photos by Rashod Taylor/The News

After 38 years of service ti) Murray
State Uni\'ersity. Assistant Athletic
Director for Academics Margaret
Simmons will need at least 38 more ti)
allow her to do the things she has
been unable to do ove1· the years.
With her retirement next week,
Simmons will now be able to do, as
everyone tells her, "whatever .she
wants to do."
"I've got so much stuff J probably
haven' t done in all these years,·• Sim mons said . .. , just need to go into my
house and see what's there, take care
of my yard and my husband. I never
got the chance to spend a lot of time
with my kids when they were growing
up, and they're both grown. There are
just a ton of things I cun do."

During her long career at Murray
State, Simmon s has served as an
inslructor in the phy!iical education
department, a~ the women's track and
field coach and the assistant athletic
dir~tor in charge of compliam:e and
athletics.
Her lirst year at Murray State she
came with a vision to start the women"s track and fiel d team, and during
her second year her vision came true
as Simmons became the lirst head
coach of the women's track and field
team. She then started the women's
cross country team three years later.
Track and field has always been one
of Simmons' passions. She ran track
in high school and started a team at
Kent State University while studying
for her undergraduate degree.

Rashod Taylor/7he News
Marga ret Simmons helps a thletes, freshman Angela Mullins, junior
see SIMMONS /16 Brittany Park and freshman runner C hanel Morgan, with their studies.

Anticipation ends as much awaited turkey season finally begins
Another turkey
season is here.
When this comes
out, J' II have been·
in the woods for
two days. Yet as I
write this, there are
still a few days
before the start of
the season.
l"ve pretty well
done my scouting
homework, and any
more trips into the
woods this close to
the opener stand a
good chance of
spooking the birds. Now that I' ve got some
turkeys located. I' II just leave them alone

unti l Thursday morning. I've patterned my
turkey gun and practiced my calls. All
that's left now is the countdown.
This countdown is the time to retlcct
upon seasons past. While I'm doing this, I
cannot help but think about the man who
introduced me to the world of turkey hunt·
ing. My dad took me afield with him when
I was in the sixth grade. I'll never forget
hearing the almost mechanical sounding
gobble of a big tom just before daylight
after Dad hit his locater call.llooked at him
and smiled as I pointed in the dire.ction of
the gebble. I was stunned at the fast pace
that ensued. We scrambled to get set up in
the perfect place before daylight. Dad ne~
tled against a big oak and I sat between his
knees, with my little 20-gauge Browning
pointing toward the tUrkey's gobbles.

Dad "'hispered a few in~tructions to me
as the tom sounded off repeatedly. He
would tap my neck when the turkey wa~ in
range. With those instructions, Dad told me
to give a couple of soft.hen yelps to the tom.
1 did and received a booming gobble in
response. Dad yelped a lillie w"ith similar
re:;ults. The old turkey gobbled with every
breHth it seemed. and soon \\e heard him
pitch off the roost and onto the ground .
Initially. when he hit the ground. I
thought he was going the other way. The
gobbles became much more mufl1ed. Dad
n.;sured me that it was onl)' bccauo.;e the
turkey was on the ground and that he was,
in fact, coming our way. I yelpcu again, and
the turkey gobbled so dose. I clluldn't help
but strain my eyes to try and sec him. At the
next gobble, I .spied his white head bobbing

through the trees.
The tom stopped 50 yards or so away,
gobbling and making a noise that sounded
to me like tobacco spitting. Dad said he was
strutting. and the noise was his feathers
vibrating. Slowly but surely, the tom
walked within 30 yards. gobbling the whole
way. I fe lt Dad's tingers tap my neck. I
eased the safety off on the 20-gauge, took
aim at the bird's neck and fired. The bird
faltered, flopped a little and then took lO the
air. T he 20.gnugc ju!>t "wasn't quite enough
pumpkin" to kill a turkey. in my dad's
words. I was sorry I wounded the old bird,
but sometime~ that's pan of it. I was thankfu l for such an experience th'>ugh . It was
unlike anything I' d ever seen.
f followed Dad through the hills and
hollers for the next several seasons, and he

was there witb me when I graduated to a 12gauge gun and took my first couple of birds.
We hunted together every opening day until
my freshman year here at Murray, when T
dccitlcd to hunt around here. I hunted alone
here again lust year.
Thi~ year though, Dad mentioned hunting
with him on opening day. He said something about how we' ve hunted separately
the last couple of years, and we shouldn' t
do that again this year. I've come to learn
through my years in the woods that good
hunting buddies are few und fur between . I
sure couldn"t decline an invitation from the
first <tnd best hunting partner I've ever had.
Will Bramley is th~ outdoor columnist for
""fht• Murray Stelle New.\ ,"

Around Athletics.•.
Men's Baseball Standings
ave
APSU
EKU
SEMO
jSU
'ITU

EIU

7-0
6·3
6-3
6·3
6·3

6·3
3-6

UTM

Morehead 3·6
MSU
2·7
S.1mford
0-9

Men's Baseball Schedule
Aprit l7

Overall
20·10
22·5
16-16
14-17
10·13
11-19
10-20
9-20
8·23

Mortht~

Sute at Muruy Stale, I p.m.
Austin Peay at Southeast M•ssouri, I p.m.
Eilstem Illinois at Samford, I p m.
Eastern Kentucky at jacksonville St., t p.m.
TtM.'Techat UT·Martm,l p.m
Aprit 18
Mortht~

Sb te 11 Mun 1y Stitt', I p.m.
Austm Peay ill Southeast MISSOUri, I p.m
Ea<otem Illinois at Samford, I p.m
&stem Kentucky at Jad:solwllt.! St., I p m
Tenn Tech at UT-Martin. t p.m.

4-23

Men's Baseball Schedule
April20
Eastern KE·nhK~Y tiL XIVK'r, 2 p m.
UT -\1M'Iin ·•• r.,rs,.nmb, !l p m
Murny St.tll' 11 W••tl'm Krntucky. b p.m.
6<-lmont HI Trnn•"SSet' 11'\.h, " p.m
Bmningh.lm·Snulh~m at S..mrord, 6 r m
Troy ::.tatt" at )"k:;Qn,illtSt , 6:).\ r.m.
FJl!Mtn llhn(Jls at tl!moL,._O,cago, 7l05 p m

Women's Tennis Standings
ovc
MSU
T IU

5·0

Snmford

7·1

UTM

7-2

EKU

6-4

JSU

5·4

Mo rehead

3-7

APSU

1·6

SEMO

1-7
0·7

mu

TSU

-

- ~

<

JZ

=

9-0

3·5

Overall
17-5
7-8
13·5
11 -5
13·10

8·13
6·9
9-11
4-17
1·21
1-10

Men's Tennis Standings
ave
1TU

5·0

JSU

6- 1
7·2

Morehead
Samford

6-3

FlU

4-3

MSU
EKU
UTM
APSU

2-4
2-6

TSU

2-6
1-4
0-5

Overall
11 ·9
12·7
liH
12-8
9-9
3·14
11 -11
5·13

9·8
0-11

MSU Tennis Schedules
Me n
OVl: Tournam<'lll
April l b V6. M,>rcll!'ild $t., l!:30 a.m.
Aprtt 17, TBA
April IS. TBA

Women
OVC Toumamcru
Apnl 16 v~~o Mor\'he:~d St.• 4 p .m.
April t7, TBA
Aprillli, TBA

•

16
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Crew prepares for national event
by Lauren Heins
Sraff Wriler
The women have been on the edge of
their seats, awaiting the lineups for this
weekend's competition in Oak Ridge,
Tenn., on Melton Lake for the Southern
Intercollegiate Rowing Association competition.
The Murray State women's rowing
team will enter a varsity four, a novice
four and a varsity eight boat for races taking place Saturday and Sunday. After the
Racers compete Saturday, the squad will
be in competitive heats Sunday.
Senior rower Lori Bright has been with
the team on and off since 1999 and has
seen many changes in the program.
"This is the most competitive that Murray State has been," Bright said. ''Everyone has. stepped up their power and
worked on their technique."
Last weekend the Racers had a duel
with Eastern Michigan on their home
waters of Kentucky Lake. The Racers fell
against the Eastern Michigan Eagles last
Saturday.
"This was not our best performance, we
were strong, but not together,'' junior
Lindsey Flowers said. "We improved our
time from last week's regaua, we can get
it (more) together with each race."
The Racers were only seconds behind
the Eagles, but in rowing, seconds count
and define the stronger crew.
"I felt that last weekend, the races gave

MSU Twilight gives Racers
opportunity to shine ~t home
by Julie Reeves
ConLnbutJng Writer

Rashod Taylor/The News

{From left) Seniors Anna Grout and Lori Bright and junior Kristin Slater will
represent MSU in the varsity-8 boat this weekend in Oak Ridge, Tenn.
us a more accurate measurement against
other crews,1 ' senior Natalie Wendt said.
"It was a better view of what we have to
do, a real eye-opener."
Head Coach Bill McLean has chosen
his strongest eight rowers to race in the
varsity eight this weekend. Flowers said
the lineups have been changed because
they are working toward racing the fastest
boat, regardle~s of age or classification.
"We have some great novice rowers

coming up to varsity this year. With the
top eight girls in the varsity boat, we can
get even faster," Flowers said.
The women competed for the top-eight
seats this week during practice. Practice
consisted of seat' racing, (rowers are
switched out while on the water), and
ergometer workouts on land.
"The girls have real enthusiasm this
year," Bright said. "They know we have a
chance.··

Simmons:

The women's track and field team
brought home four individual titles. including three first-place finishes at the BostonMoon Invitational Saturday.
Senior Joan Lettman placed first in both
the 400 meter and 200 meter, with times of
54.88 seconds and 25.10 seconds respectively. Freshman LaSbondra Durias· finished first in the 100 meter with a time of
12.23 and second, behind Lettman, in the
200 meter with a time of 25.44.
"It's a very good achievement and a
good confidence booster," said Head
Coach Norbert Elliott. "It is the kind of performance you expect from your kids."
Duriac; said she is excited about her performance but still needs to improve.
"It feels great to win as a freshman
against advanced athletes," she said.
Elliott said Lettman is anticipating Murray State's first home meet on April24. but
spends even more time preparing for the
NCAA Regional Championships.
"Her goal is to be conference champion
in the 200 and 400 meter, but she is looking
forward to the regional championships," he
said. "If she advances there, she will go to
the national championship."
Lettman said she is overwhelmed by her
accomplishments this year and is proud to

be on a team of such magnitude.
"I am honored, ecstatic and semi-nervous
about the regional championship, but winning in the Boston-Moon Classic bas given
me the confidence boost I need to cap off
this track year,'' she said.
Lettman hopes to win the 400 meter and
fmish in the top three in the 200 at the OVC
Championships. but knows it will be a
tough meet.
"I am always aiming to win, but I put it
all on God,'' she said. "I've done my part,
and now he will do his."
Durias said she is excited to be a freshman going to the OVC Championship,
scheduled to be held May 7 and 8 in Birmingham, Ala.
"It gives me a chance to see where I'm at
and keep practicing hard to place in the
top.'' she said.
The MSU Twilight, the team's first home
meet, is scheduled for April 24.
Elliott said the meet will give the team a
chance to rest.
"We have been on the road a long time so
it is a good opportunity for them to stay
here and not worry about leaving Murray to
go to a meet," he said.
Elliot said he is also very excited about
the chance to compete for the fans.
"You always want to show~ase your talent in front of the home crowd. and we
want everyone to come see us perform.''

Golf team drives toward OVC

Three decades of ser-vice ends

Staff Report
Drive for show, putt for dough. That is one of
the cardinal rules of golfers, and sophomore
Jamie Frazier followed all the rules on his way to
medalist honors in Morehead.
Frazier led the way for the 69 golfers with a
coincidental score of 69 in the Greg Palmer Eagle
Classic Monday and Tuesday.
Tuesday's matches were called because of
inclement weather, and Monday's matches were
played in a steady drizzle.
Freshman Michael Ctaft tied for sixth out of
the 69 with a score of 75.
"Everyone is coming together because we
know that we have conference coming up, and it
seems like everyone . is just playing better
because we know we have the tournament coming up," Craft said.
T~e Ohio Valley Conference Tournament is
Apnl 26-28 at the Country Club of Paducah.

From Page 15
During her career at Murray State, Simmons captured involved with the sport any way she can, and she knows she
eight Ohio Valley Conference titles and six OVC Coach of ha~ to stay away from the practices or she will be caught up
the Year awards. In 1991. Simmons left the track to work full in the moment and try to take over coaching.
time for the Athletic Department in both compliance and athSince her childhood years, which she spent in the small
letics for her flfSt 11 years.
town of Florence, Ohio, Simmons has dedicated her life to
Simmons would take her track career to a national level as track and field, tirst as a runner and then as a coach.
she served as the Rules Editor for the NCAA Track and Field
"Track and tield is just the perfect sport," Simmons said.
Committee as well as helping with the NCAA Chanlpi- "Little people. tall people. small people, big people, anybody
onships every year.
can do track and field."
Murray State athletics has planned a retirement reception
In December 2003. Simmons was elected into the United
States Track Coaches Association Hall of Fame. S1mmons from 2 to 4 p.m. April 22 in the Racer Room at Roy Stewart
was only the flfth woman to be inducted into the Hall of Stadium.
Simmons will be honored for her service to the
;.Fame.
University.
"The people that are in the HaU of Fame are really good
As a young girl and even in high school, Simmons had a
coaches and have co:lched really good people," Simmons . reputation for speed mat even boys couldn't match.
said. "It Wac; a tot of fun. I had a couple All-Americans here,
Now Simmons is entering the home stretch of a long
but I don't know 1f I could rank with some these coaches." career with the finish Iii1e in sight. Only now she will lace
Despite being away from track. Simmons still love,~ being 'em up 10 run the race of her choice.

or

Having the conference tournament close to
home will help the Racers.
"I think (having the conference tournament in
Paducah) will help us a lot,'' Craft said. "I think
since Will Cox is a member and I worked there
last summer and had a chance to play it wi 11 definitely help us."
The Racers will be able to rest for two weeks
before getting the chance to better the third-place
finish the team claimed last year. However. the
Racers' schedule will not be empty.
"Several of us are going to our individual
swing coaches to get things together,'' Craft said.
The team has had top-10 finishes in all but one
of its events this season and top-five finishes in
nine of the 12 events. The team had not won in
nearly a month when it took top honors at the
Morehead State Eagle Classic March 19.
The Racers have been on a 13-year drought,
not winning an OVC title since 1991. Austin
Peay has taken 'the dt'le~he past three years.

The Ladies ofTri Sigma Request the Presence of the Following Gentlemen for

•~

A STARRY NIGHT WITH THE SIGMAS •

Aaron Dail
Adam Helmers
Adam Partin
Adam Scott
Andrew Nowaki
Anthony DiPietro
AJ Wendell
Alan Rowe
Ashley Sheik
Ben Furlong
Ben Grainger
Brad Heacox
Brandon Brady
Brandon Burchett
Brandon Salmon
Brent Wilcox
Brett McCutchen
Brian Wynn
Bryan Morris
Caleb Watters
Cameron Franklin
Captain Jack Sparrow
Cary Creson
Chad Mitchell
Chad Morton
Chad Simpson
Chad Wyatt
Chase Veneable
Charlie Gragg
Charlie Ward
Chip Walker

Thurs., Apr. 22 from 8 p.m. - 12 a.m.
Murray Country Club
Chris Dietrich
Chris Eanes
Chris Folz
Chris Glass
Chris Jung
Chris Sanders
Chris Strattman
Clay Davis
Clayton Clark
Clint Borm
Clint "Beast" Myer
Clint Tugate
Cody Krech
Collin Baker
Craig Bagby
Dan Rouse
Daniel Watkins
Danny Alsip
Danny Robertson
Dathan Shelton
Dave Fries
Derek McCowen
DJ Mernick
DJ Paul Rohrer
Doug Spalding
Drew Farmer
Edwin King
Eric Belmonte
Eric Icenogle
Ernest Camel
Evan Rice

Franz Seyerle
Geoff Hill
Greg Storm
lain Howard
Ryne Salyer
Jacob Abbott
Jake Cornett
Jakey Dunman
Jamie Green
Jared Nance
Jared Williams
Jarrod Hankins
Jason Curry
Jason Elliot
Jason Henson
Jess Rainer
Jesse Lampkin
Jessie Prater
Jeremy Ellis
Joe Dan Tallie
John Alonzo
John Jenkins
John Kopperud
John Luttrell
John Spinner
Jon-Michael Hill
Jon Simms
Jono Blackman
Joseph Edward
Josh Duke
Josh Hale

.

Josh Rhodes
Justin Davis
Justin Smith
Justin Thomas
Kevin Farrell
Kevin Malone
Kevin Miller
Kevin Spengler
Kiah Clayton
Kirby Watts
Kris Gordon
Kyle Krantz
Kyser Lough
Lace Busby
Lance Loftees
Leonard Matlock
Luke McCall
Marcus Lykes
Martin Son
Matt Alexander
Matt Brandon
Matt Clemson
Matt Dahm
Matt Edwards
Matt Foster
Matt Halloway
Matt Hoskins
Matt Mastin
Matt Rowe
Matt Stanton
Matt Weaver

Matt Winters
Matthew Fraier
Mike Boyd
Mike Dail
Mike Lukens
Mike Wathen
Mikey Moreland
Nick Calhoun
Nick Courtwright
Nick Dempsey
Nick Gaylen
Pat Roach
Patrick Hayden
Patrick Howell
Paul Ditterline
Paul Mills
Paul "Biuto" Elfen
Pete Miller
Phil Noel
Pi Kappa Alpha
Step Team
Reggie Shaw
Resse Roper
Richard Rowland
Robbie Proctor
Ronnie Powell
Scott Bosse
Scott McDonnell
Sean Clemson
Seth Cronch
Seth Tynes

*Semiformal Attire (Ties Requested for the Gentlemen)

,

--

rr•

uz

Shaun Borchert
Shawn Miller
Simon Grout
Steve Thompson
Steven Turner
Strong bad
Stuart Phillips
Taylor Redfern
Taylor Smith
Tillen Perry
Tim Stolt
Todd Veach
Troy Ferguson
Tucker Vaught
Ty Pennington
Tyler Baker
Tyler Phillips
Tyler Riordan
Tyler Wiles
Wes Hatcher
Wes Smith
Zach Cox
1603 Miller Street
2004 Summer 0
Counselors
All Sigma Fraternity
Event and Intramural
Coaches
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Riders advance to nationals
First-year rider among three
participants from stock team
by Erin Richards
Editor in Chid

It takes two people to hold Punk.
a University-owned stallion, while
senior DeAnn ltal attempts to bridle the feisty quarter horse. After
Equestrian Hunt Seat Team Coach
Sue Robinson steps away. Punk
dances around Ita! a bit more, holding one of the leather reins in his
teeth and living up to his name.
llal, from Harrisburg, Ill., waits,
calmly following after Punk until
the moment is right, then puts her
foot in the stirrup and ~ttles into
the saddle. Feeling hal's secure
seat and legs, Punk walks away as
if he were the perfect child's pony.
Once again, ltal's patience has
paid off. Her ability to get the best
out of Punk is the same ability that
has qualified her, along with three
other Murray State stock team riders, for the Intercollegiate Horse
Show Association's National
Finals, to be held May 8 and 9, at
Middle Tennessee State University.

Alumni reining rider Krista
Dausman, graduate student from
Evansville, Ind., and Jamie
Gilmore, freshman novice western
horsemanship rider from Gridley,
m., will join Ita1 to compete with
500 of the nation's most-qualified
inteTcollegiate riders next month.
"This is the most riders we've
sent to Finals in several years,'' said
Stock Team Coach Don De~aney,
adding that to qualify for the
national competition, a rider must
win first or second place in her
class at the IHSA lones horse
show.
Ital certainly did, winning first
place a few weeks ago at lOnes
after both she and her stiffest competition drew the same mount.

pts.
remodeled! 1 BR-$290, 2 BR·
$340, 3 BR
$425 . $100
deposit special for qualiried
applicants. Also <Jccepring
applica~ons for f,1ll ~-~21

1 BR $.l.25, 2 BR $375 , 3
B R $535, 4 BR SJ7S . No
pets . D~>posit and lease.
Days
753 - 4937,
nights
759 · 8!!26 or 753 - 1951

HELP WANTED
OUTDOOR· BASfD r~>sidPn·
tial tre.Jtml'nt facility currently hiring social and behav·
ioral s c ience, p~ychology ,
Cflmin,tl justice, social work
and rl'eteiltion majors who
want thl' opportunity to help
make a diHerence in the life
of a child. Bachelor ' ~ degree
required . Contact t.u ca~ at
dremploymentOthreesprings. com Phone ('llll 729·
5040 , i.1x (931) 729-9525.
www. threesprings. l om
ATTENTION : COMPUTER
help wanted . f.arn up to
S25 - S75 per hour . Train·
ing
provided.
1·888·
306-4983 .
www . bwe·
worl dwlde . com .
HVAC fRAINHS Nf£0ED
NOW!!
Begin your
new
career in Heating Ventilation
and Cooling wflh our ~hort
Term Training Program . AUSTATL CAREER ACADrMY .
Calf 1- 866-566-4869 .
SAl £S-Sale~ Man..tgers·OnP. of
the hi~hest 1>a1d jobs in Amer•ca . ll1ghf)• succe)siul nation·
al company. Will tr.1in . We
provide appointment~ . Call
Don t-888 -909-81 00, e1Ct533 .
jobsC!lv~ricommcorp . com

MALl COli [G[ STUDENTS
needed lor a psychological
study of pri~on life: S70 per
day for 1·2 weeks beginning
May 17th . For further infor·
marion .1nd applications, email: prbon-study~wku . edu
POliCI: Of'FICERS Tr<lln for law
enforremcnt career. No exp .
needed. II.S grad~ .1ges 17-.34 .
Great P••Y• benefits. Must relo·
cate. Coli M·f 800·284-6289
ATTfNltON; RESORr & HOTEL
Management Ma1ors! Intern·

ltal competes at the open level in
the reining division, a competition
judged on how well the horse and
rider move through a mandatory
pattern. Some required movements
include: circles, spins (quick pivots
by the horse, in which its back legs
remain stationary). rollbacks (sharp
changes of direction), sliding stops,
(after carrying a strong canter or
gallop, the horse sinks into his
hindquaners to stop) and changes
of lead (at a canter. the horse
switches its lead leg as it changes
direction).
Riders can up the risk factor (and
their scores) by performing the
movements faster, but they will
lose points if they do not appear
fluid with the animal. Reining
maneuvers are actually a refined,
arena form of the movements a cow
horse would make working cattle.
When Itallearned her pattern and
drew the same mount as. her tough·
est competition a few weeks ago,
she knew it was going to come
down to who could ride the horse
better.
"I was the last to go, so I had the
advantage because I knew exactly
what I needed to do," I tal said. "I
had a clean run and hit all my
marks. but I think I won because I
was a little lighter with the horse
and he went just a little bit better
for me (than for the other rider)."
The win, and subsequent invite
to Nationals. has capped a successful year for Ita!. who, although she
has been riding and showing for II
years, only joined Murray State's
IHSA team at the beginning of this
year. Even without competing previously in the lHSA, ltal said her
experiences riding many different
horses has given her the edge over
other riders. Pan of what makes
intercollegiate riding difficult is

ship\ 11vailable in resort activities, front office and food ser·
vin•. Myrtle Beach and Hilton
He.ul, SC; Orlando, rL Join us
for a seme~ter or summer gain·
ing hands on t>xperience in
sunny re~ort locations! Call 1·
800-864-67b2
or
email:
info Camericanhospit,llltyacade·
my.com or www.ameriranhospltalltyacademy . com!
$300/month stipend, furn1shed
hou5ing, shuttled transportation,
culturdl events and ~oci.1b, gain
a cultural eJCperience, make
friend' from around the world,
gain
AH &1..1
certific.ll ion,
reccivl' internship cu~its.
DRIVER · COV[NANT TRANSPORT. Teams and Solos check
out our new pay plan , Ask
,1bout our Region,11 Runs .
Ownt•r Operators, f xperienced
DriVC!rS, Solos, re.lms and
Grilduate Students , Call 1-888·
MOREPAY (1·866· 6h7· 37.19l.
DRIV£ R Owner Operator
Solo' and Teams needed .
Solos S 1,000 stgn on and
reams Sign On . Detention
paid .dter 2 hour~ with our
Owner
Ops
aver.aging
$127 , 700
at
97
cpm
loaded and empty last
yenr l Call thl• Recruiting
Hotl1ne dt 866 · 207 - 5479.
GRfAT SUMMFR CAMP JOBS!
Help girh grow strong, make
lifelong friends .1nd kayak in
your free time) Girl Sc.outs of
Kentuckiana hiring for Bear
Crt>ek Aquatic Camp (KY Lake)
anJ Camp Pennyroyal (western
KYJ. Camp counselors, lifeguards, Boating St.1rf, Health
SupNvisor, Business Manager,
Waterfront Director (WSI), and
Cooks. bccellent b~neflls, fun
tr.1d1tions and playful atmo5 phere!
Apply
today
at
www. kyg1rlscoutCilrnps org or
call (666) 771 - 5170 exl 234
Join thf! southwooth w.1y South·
woods is .1 co· ed rP.sidential
children's camp In the Adiron·
dack Mountains of New York.
Southwoods is sel•king (NTHU AND
SIASTIC, E:NfRGfTIC,
FUN-I OVING individu,tl~ to
m.1kt> il positive imp.tct on a
child' s life. Po~itions are avail·
.1ble in the areas oi; group le,ld·
ing athll.'lics, outdoor adventure,
creative ilnd performmg arts,
water sports and much more!
Benefits of working .11 South·
woods indude saf.Hy. travel,

Athletic Department
welcomes new
defensive coordinator
by Nat han Clink enbeard
Assis[ant Sports Editor

photo by lisa Schapira/gue.st

Senior DcAnn Ital from Harrisburg, 111. performs a sliding stop
during a reigning pattern at an IHSA sbow earlier tbls year.
that to equalize lhe playing field,
competitors draw the name of the
horse on which they are to compete
moments before they enter the ring,
their first movements on the animal
are already being scrutinized by a
judge.
Things are looking bright for Ttal
who will enter the University of
Illinois' veterinary medicine pro·
gram this fall, but Delaney never
expected anything short of success.
''If unyone put the pressure on
me, it was him," said Ita!, adding

room, board, laundry, and much
more! for mort• information and
to complete .tn application
plt•ase contaet us: www.south·
WOOE~ 1 ·800 - 449·335~

16 · DAY CARH:R TRAINING·
DRIVER TRAINEES WANTWI
Cl.ASS· A Cot & Rdn,sher Train ·
ing. Niltionwidt> lob Placement
As5istance. Cornp.1nies Hiring.
Offertng Tuition Reimburse·
ment. 1-800-883-0171 Mt. Ster·
ling. KY. DflTAACAQ[MY.COM

that she rarely experiences horse
show nerves. "Don (Delaney) just
kept saying, '1 know you'll make it,
you'll win and go to nationals and
then you'll win nationals. too."'
So, will she'?
''If I draw a good horse, I think I
have a shot at it," Ital said, adding
that her strategy includes making
the same kind of bold moves during her pattern that have brought
her success a11 year.
"You've got to go for it -you've
got to take the risk," she said.

DRIVERS: BEST gets Better!
Company up to _45 cents. Teams
to .53 cents 0/0 to .93 cents per
mifel New Lease Purchase Plan
w/SO Down! Call 1·800·Cfl·
DRIVE, www.didrive.com
ATTN: F l , AT BED DR IV f R
Gu.1ranteed
ttome/Week '!nds + 1 11me thru week .
Consistent
Freight
thru
home. Top pay. ClaH A
COL 800·246 · 6305.

DRIVER·NOW I ARN MORE!
CPM
Increase.
Increase 1n Pay P.H kage . Con· ' ORIV£R.J
Home Weekends. Companytr.tuors & Compilny Needed.
ria tb1•d - Reiriger .lt ed-T a nker. StJrt 38¢/mlle; 0/0·Start
$1 . 00/mile.
2,500·2,800
Over· the-Road. \orne Regionmiles/week . Pre-qualify in 10
al.
CommNclal
Driver's
minutes. 800-321·8176.
license Training. 1·800-771·
63 •t 6 . www.primeinc co~ DRIVERS are you tired of get·
OUR COMMITMINTI l cent ling lost in the -crowd? Hred
of the BUll~ Want to be
p<ty raise! No tricks, no
treated right? We offer late
~moke, no mirrors. lust top
model equipment. Permal'ay' S.43/mllel Heartland
nf!ntly assigned and rou take
txpress
1-800·441-4953
the truck home. Cal 1-877 ·
www . heart It~ nde :><press. com
613·6379 Ext. 286
Get Paid what you deserve.
CDI · A DRIVF.f.IS: Mir1imum b
Months OTR "TPilm~ Runs to
West Co.1s1 •t.ate Model Equipment •Great Pay Miles & Bene·
i1ts Call Steve Mox Trucking.
Ask for Marci. 1-800·25.1·5148.
DRIVERS: Owner Operators.
Immediately! Up to
$ , '.10/mi
100% I U(!l Surcharge. No forred dispatch,
Home weekends, OIJer trucks
welcome. T &T t)edic.Hcd Car·
riers , In c., Lo~Jisville, KY 1600-511·0082 .

Start

~-~-

ORIVf:R :
S 1 , tlOO·S 1,200
W('[Kl Y. Quarterly bonuses.
Short haul Pay, layover &
Detention Pay, Comprehcn·
sive Benefit Package. Class-A
CDI Required . Call Smith
Transport dt 1-886-467-6484
or visit our welnite .11
www . smithtrau~p·!!.!.,5~

ORtVER- KNIGIH
TRANS·
PORTATION· CDL
Drivers
•Home [very Week •Drive New
fqulpment •Treatc_od Honestly &
F;wly-You can't put a prrce on
job
~<lti~l .. won!! 1886-346463!1. www. kn!_~httr.wu:om
DRIVER -SIGN ON BONU:,,
Larn
S50K plus .
Home
Weekly . Asqgncd Trucks
with
Prel'.t~S .
425
HP
Engine), NO NYC. Terminal
£ llz.Jhethtown, KY. £xperience required . 800-441·

----DRIV£RS·Pdy
increase!

Company up to 35¢/mile
.1nd
Owner
Operators
85¢/mile. Home weekly,
dedicated,
reg1onal
&
OTR .
No
NYC.
Ozark
Motor Lines 800·264-2033 .
DRIVERS-USA Truck is now
hiring teams . Start at 41 ¢/mile.
GrP.ill miles, pay on delivery,
guaranteed hometime. Calf
Sun ·Sat. 800-237-4642 .
NEW PAY PKG! Mil ESJ long·
haul, Lease Operators, Company
t>rtvers! friday Paydays! tn-C.1b
[m,1lll Family Voicemaill Cia~~
"A' COL, b Mo, TR; 800-7459670, www.contlnentalx.com
OWNER
OPERATORS-Run
MidWest Regionaf-Dedicat ·
Pd Dispatcher-RelrigeratedHigh Percentage Pay-No
llazMat·Grcat
Hometime .
Complete Insurance Package -Own l tghtweight Trac·
tor . 100% Owner Operator
At Sunco Carriers . Call
Mike 800-CJ06-6844 .

FOR

SALE

FREE 4-ROOM DIR£CTV
SYSTEM Including Instal ·
fattonl Free 3 - Months HBO
(7 movie channel~) w/sub·
scription . AcceH 225+ TV
Channel~. Digital quality!

Murray State football's defense
will be hard-pressed to improve
upon last season's rankings, but it
will be hard to tell that to newly
appointed Defensive Coordinator
Dennis Therrell.
Therrell was signed to Head
Coach Joe Pannunzio's staff before
the start of spring practice. He
brings 25 years of coaching experience to the Racers from Army.
where he spent four seasons.
Army suffered last season. going
0-13, as Head Coach Todd Berry
and most of his staff, including
Therrell. were let go.
Last season, defense was the Racers' strong point. 1t was ranked first
in the Ohio Valley Conference in
pass defense and second in total
defense. Therrell hopes his coaching experience will assist the
defense in becoming even stronger
this .s eason.
''I'm bringing experience, and
hopefully, I can use my experience
to make this team better," Therrell
said. "Offenses are always coming
up with new plays, trick plays, and
as a defense you have to learn how
to adjust to those plays. I want to
bring my wisdom to stop those
offenses."
The OVC is nothing new to Therrell. He graduated from Tennessee
Tech University where he was a letter winner as linebacker for the
Golden Eagles. Therrell helped Tennessee Tech win the OVC Championship in 1975.
Therrell began his coaching
career at the high school level. He
was an assistant C<?ach at Campbell
County High School in Tennessee.
He then moved to the college ranks
and landed a head coaching job with

Limite ofler . Restrictions
apply 1-800·208·4617.
POLE
BARN
30x50x10
$5,295 . 00 . Includes paint ·
ed metal, plans , how to
build book, slider . rree
delivery. 937-789-0309 ,
WOLFF
TANNING
BWS
AFFORDABI E •CONVENIENT
Tiw At Home, Payments f' rom
S25/month. I·RH Color Cat;~log.
Call Today 1-888-839-5160.
www.np.etstan.com
----

------

IWSIMSS OPPORTU~ITIES
CASH
FOR STRUCTURED
5£TTL£MENT/Annuity
payment~ . It's your money! Get
cash now when you need it
most! Oldest/bast 1n the busi·
ness. Settlement Purchasers.
1·677-Money·Me.

I AM LOOKING fOR 5 1st Time
Homebuyers to take advantage
of Government Home loan Pro·
gram. Call PMF 1-800-71 0 ·
1695. Don' t miss this opportum·
ty! Equal Opportunity Lender.
SSCASH$$ Cash now for structured settlements, annuities, and
insurance payouts. (600) 7947310 J.C . Wentworth ... JC Went·
worth Means C.tsh Now I or
Structured Settlements.
AMERICA'S HOTTEST OPPOR·
TUNITY·DOI LAR
STORlS .
Own your Own Store. Turnkey
from
$45,900.
DollarServices4.Com . 1-800-829·291 5.
ATTENTION HOMEOWNCRS
Display Homes Wanted lor
Vinyl S1ding Replacement W1n •
dows . No paymPnts until 2005.
Payments starting at $89 .00
per month. All credit qualff1es.
Calll-800-251 · 0843.
ATTENTION
HOMEOWNERS . Display Homes W.1nted
for Vinyl Siding Replace ·
ment Windows . No Pay ments until 2005 . Paymrnts
starting
at
$89 . 00
per
month . All credit qualifies .
Calf
1·800·251-0843 .

SPRING TRAVEL
ACT NOW! BOOK 11 peo·
pie, get
12th trip free .
Croup d1scounts lor 6+
www . spri ngbreakdi scou nts . c

Lock Haven from 1990-95.
Illinois State was the next stop for
Therrell where 1-te was assistant
head coach, defensive coordinator
and secondary coach under Berry.
Therrell and Berry guided the Division l·AA Redbirds to the semifinals in 1999.
He then went to Army in 2000
with Berry to become his defensive
coordinator, and this spring Therrell
added Murray State to his list of
coaching jobs.
When looking for a defensive
coordinator Pannunzio was adamant
about signing someone willing to
play an attacking brand of defense.
''I'm excited to have Coach Therrell join our staff because his phi los·
ophy of how to play defense is what
I was looking for," Pannunzio said.
"He has a great understanding of the
game and is an excellent teacher on
the field. I've seen our defense
make great strides in just the short
time he's been here.''
Pannunzio discovered Therrell
had learned the Virginia Tech
defense from the Hokie coaching
staff a few years back and decided
he and Therrell could install a
defense he liked.
Therrell wants to use this spring
practice to figure out what his team
can do.
"I did not come to Murray State
looking at what schemes I was
going to run right away,'' Therrell
said. "Right now, I'm focused at
just paying attention to what the
guys can physically do."
The newest member of the Racer
football staff comes to Murray with
his wife, Dawn. two sons. John and
Cody, and daughter, Abby.
Spring practice ends April 18.
Therrell's new defense will debut
against the Division I-A Connecticut Huskies Sept. 4 in Stores, Conn.

by

om or (800) 838-62 02
PANAMA CITY BEACH : Sandpipc>r·Beacon Beach Re~ort.
From $39 1·2 pm or arrive
Su ./Mon.- f RE E night. Restrictions .
Pools,
river
ride,
Jacuzzi, tiki bar. (600) 466·
8828 www . silndpiperbeacon.
COME IIOME TO CHCRRY
BLOSSOM
VlllAGf
in
Georgetown! Enjoy Beautiful
views ,
Interstate
convenience, Championship Golf
and Quaint Restaurant dining. Member$hips and home·
sites Info 502·5 70·98491
CREA T SPRING SPECIAlS in
the Smokie~ in Gatlinburg
and Pigeon Forge, TN. Ttm·
ber Top offers 300 luxury
cabins
& chalets
with
incredible
amen1t1e.s.

June 11 and receive ,J $50
dtscount oil the rrgular price!
P<trtidpants can commute or
will find affordable lodging
nearby. ror information and to
recelve.a packet of mateuafs,
call the Kentucky Press Asso·
ciatwn at (502) 223· 862t or
visit
our
web
site
at
www .kypress.com .

~1

E 0 I CAL

8[TT£R THAN BOTOX · look
10 years younger in 90 d<~ys .
Non-surgical facelift with
results every time. Call l · f!77349-q64.1 or visit TW14U.UIZ
for more information .

CLASSIFIEDS RATES

www.mysmokymountainct~b·

1ns.com 1·800-561-5691.

NOTICE
PLACF YOUR 25 WORD ad
in 64 Kentucky newspapers
with 1 million circulation
for only S225. Contact this
newspaper or the Kentucky
Press
Associ.ltion ,
(502 )
223-8821 for all the det,1ils .
AMAZING THINGS START w1th
career tmlning at Daymar Col·
lege-Ow~>nshoro. 3361 Buck·
land Square, Owensboro, KY
42301 . 800-955·1997, Dept
10846, www.daymarcollege.edu
EARN YOUR DfGRH-Online
from home. Business, Paralegal, Computers,Networktng,
11nd more. l'inanci<tl Aid, job
placement assistance and
computers provided . Call free
(866) 858-2121 or www. TidewderTechOnllne. com
HAVE DRI:AMS OF tHING A
IOURNAliSTr If you want to
work in the fo~scinating and fuf·
filling field of print journalism,
we can h••lp. The Kentucky Press
Associ<~llon if offering a three·
week Journalism Boot Camp,
July 12 -30, .tt Georgetown College. Gradu,Hes rave about this
intensive
tr.tining program;
many are now worl<ing ... ~ news·
paper reportrrs . Help5 free·
lance wnters too. Tht> cost is
$645 for three-week~ of print
journalism trainmg. Includes a
continental
breakfast
.tnd
lunch on claH days. Regtster

PER WORD!

762-4478
ADD YOUR
CLASSIFIED
TO OUR
ONLINE
EDITION
FOR $1!

\the\
mews
.org )
-~

We supply the film, you take the photos.
You return the film, we show you the money.

Pill out the application below or got to www.thenews.org and fill one out
II I ' I I , f{\ 'o..,

• I

II' I '

\1 I "

there. Grab a roll of film from our office (Ill Wilson Hall) today t>efore 4
p.m. Shoot your hean out all weekend. Return the film to our office no later
than noon on Monday. April 19. We'll develop and judge your stuff. All
winners will be published in the April 30 issue of Th~ Murray Srau News.
1st place, $50 • 211d & Jrd, R~staurttllt Gift Cutificat~J.

\ I{

Is Holt·, • II 0 - ~ou ' .trd,

PuBLIC WELCOME

All pltotos muJt bl tab" in M11"ay. Sorry,

EHI'Ih-nt I· or Bn:innin:.: ( ;oJt,..-,!

110

digital camtras.

1·--Entrant------------~----------------·
name·
Major·
Hometown!
1
I Classification·

GOLF LESSONS: $20 • PGA Pro Lynn Sullivan

I Entrant email:
I Camera Model·

soe OfT 18 Holes (Exp. 4130/04)

Local phone number·
Camera make·
Entrant signature.

I

I
Date· _

I

·--------------------------------·
I
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Lefty's secret reveals masterful clutch performance
Phil knew .something we didn't,
The week of the 2004 Masters Tournament turned out to be one of the most
dramatic competitions to ever be
unleashed at Augusta National. The
Best Golfer to Never Win a Major. Phil
Mickelson, came to Augusta already
knowing what the outcome was going to

be.
The only thing was, be wasn't going
to teh the world until the very end with
a birdie putt that will be replayed in
Masters commercials until we die. The
putt abruptly sent the gallery into insanity along with the newly titled Best Golfer to Never
Win a Major. Sergio Garcia.
Phil knew nt Thursday's first-round tee off he \o\a'>

going to win the Ma::.ters.
After 42 majors, Lefty came to Augusta without a
single victory and the weight of the entire world on his
shoulders. He left with the. famed green jacket, no monkey on hi~ back. and, of course. his wife Amy.
Hell, any man would just be happy to leave with her,
let alone the green jacket.
This major was different. Mickelson had a tough year
in 2003 on the golf course and in his personal life, when
Amy \o\ent into n difficult labor that almost took her
life. Tom with the thoughts of his wife, Mickelson's
game suffered.
Enter 2004. Eight tournaments, seven top- IOs and
one victory going into the Masters. This was Phil's
week to win his first major. He knew it. No one else
did.
The only hint given was the smile Lefty had on his

face the entire week at Augusta. There was a certain was going to happen. Birdie. Let the back-nine begin.
smirk on his face that said, "I know something you
Mickelson would birdie four of the next five holes to
close even with Els going to the 18th hole. Phil was all
don't know."
The final round of the Masters presented viewers smiles. He was about to let the golf world in on his litwith golf at its finest. Hole in ones just 10 minutes tle secret.
apart, 220-yard eagles and a back-nine that will go
Instead of pulling his approach right of the green.
Phil went dead-aim and landed his Titleist 18-feet
down in history as one of the greatest of all time.
Going into the lOth hole, Phil was 2-over for his beyond the cup. All he could do was smile as he walked
round and trailing South African superstar Ernie Els by to the green acknowledging the patrons.
one stroke. Fans and critics alike were shaking their
As Phil lined his putt up, hit the ball and rolled it into
heads thinking this major wasn't going to be any dif- the cup, the secret was out. Phil Mickelson was the
ferent from the other majors. If only they knew what 2004 Masters Champion. A sentence that was once con.sidered an oxymoron could now be said with validity.
Phil knew.
The drama staned with the second leg of Amen CorRaising his 2-year-old daughter Sophia in the air,
ner, the famed par-3 12th hole that sits on Rae's Creelc. Phil gazed at her with eyes as wide as his grin. ··Daddy
Mickelson, now down three shots to Els, was standing won! Can you believe it'!"
at the most important hole of his life. Phil knew what
We can' t believe it, but Phil knew it all along.

MEN
...

WOMEN

1 Tennessee·Tech

Mu

8 Eastern Ke
4 Samford

State 1

Morehead State 8
Tennessee - Martin 4

5 Eastern Illinois
3 Morehead State

5
3

1---~' "',

6
7

Jacksonville State 6
Eastern Illinois 7
Jacksonville State

Tennessee Tech 2
art by Sanit Sopitgrapast/The News

ttention

eniors

Graduating in May or August ·
Get your photo in Cap 'n Gown 2004, a special graduation publication of The Murray State News,
for only $5. Bring your pies of you and your friends to I ll Wilson Hall by noon Fri., April 23.

Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FR EE
w ith MSU ID.
Located inside
Wai-Mart.

....w~..... Food • Dell ..a.IJI.c..nrtctlles
--···· IIMICilall • salads • soups • BBQ

um~••

elf !Bank <With cffiito'tic c:Rooh
[/i Co1Je.'tin9

d'kw §'tound

Herit:aJ:e Bank is now in its $ec.Ond century offinancial service
tD area citizens. We didn't. accomplish that by being stuck in
the mud. Join us as we oover new ground in the new millenniwn.

8

HERITAGE BANK
Y ESTERDAY.

T ODAY. T OMORROW.

210 NORTH ~RUT • MURRAY, KY 42071 • 270·753-7821
FA){: 270·753·7177 . WWW.IANKWITHHIAITAGt.COM

-

